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Conservation Area Description 
 
Ecoregion: Sonoran Desert (Saguaro – Palo Verde; Mesquite – Bosque; Xeric Riparian) 
 
County/State: Pima County, Arizona 
 
Acreage: Approximately 230,000 acres 
 
Zones: 
Rincon Valley 
Vail Valley 
Cienega Creek (north of Interstate 10) 
 
Preserves and Public Lands: 
Cienega Creek Natural Preserve – Pima County 
Colossal Cave Mountain Park – Pima County 
Coronado National Forest – Santa Catalina Ranger District 
Saguaro National Park – Rincon Mountain District 
 
Rincon Institute Protected Lands 
Wendt Property (154 acres) 
Mueller-Crookston Property (18 acres)*1 
North Property (9.5 acres)* 
   
Planning Subcommittee 
Annie Wallace, Executive Director, The Rincon Institute 
Dave Cox, Associate Dean of Academic Programs, Renewable Natural Resources, U. of Arizona 
Lynsey Gould, Conservation Director, The Rincon Institute 
Mary Elizabeth Pollard, Liz Pollard Group, Merrill Lynch 
Nancy Osgood-West, Rincon Valley Resident 
Peter Backus, Developer, PB Trading Company 
Sarah Craighead, Superintendent, Saguaro National Park  
 
Plan Prepared By:  
Steve DeGrush, Planning Degree Program, University of Arizona 
May 2008 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
1 Rincon Institute holds conservation easements on these properties, which are located in the Tanque Verde Valley. 
The Institute has not identified the Tanque Verde Valley as a target zone for the purposes of this conservation plan.  
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Executive Summary 
 
The Rincon, Vail and Cienega valleys form an impressive span of Sonoran Desert bajadas, mesquite-
bosques and xeric riparian zones that define the eastern Tucson basin. From an ecological point of view, 
the area is one of North America’s most diverse. From a land’s eye view, much of the area appears open 
and it is bordered by federal and locally protected lands. However, satellite views and land ownership 
maps reveal a far more fragmented reality – large portions have been subdivided and some development 
patterns will not be conducive to protecting the area’s most sensitive landscapes.        
 
To preserve the land’s finest ecological and open-space qualities, the Rincon Institute (RI) developed the 
Natural Area Protection Program (NAP), which focuses primarily on private land protection. The 
strategic conservation plan – formulated through scientific research, board member input and 
organizational vision – is an essential component of the NAP. It will help guide RI’s future conservation 
initiatives by targeting specific lands to focus conservation efforts.  
 
The plan is based on RI’s mission and specific conservation goals. It provides a conservation road map 
for the organization to follow and includes helpful recommendations to combine science and land trust 
best practices with private landowner outreach. It is important to note that not all land trusts and 
conservation organizations like RI have developed conservation plans. Fewer have developed plans that 
include implementation strategies. However, RI’s plan attempts to bridge these critical planning gaps. The 
initial phases of this strategic conservation plan are designed for immediate implementation, with the 
understanding that although strategic plan implementation may take years to achieve, building landowner 
relationships, expanding partnerships and acquiring lands critical to the organization’s mission must 
happen now.    
 
The conservation plan is not a static document and its components should be revised and updated on an 
annual basis. Furthermore, although the plan includes quantitative methods to rate qualities of private 
lands, it is not designed to be an entirely empirically driven plan. Contrary to some conservation oriented 
plans, even those by drafted by leading organizations like The Nature Conservancy, several qualitative 
factors for choosing conservation focus areas should be given thorough consideration in making effective 
decisions. This plan is subject to change.  
 
The Rincon Institute Strategic Conservation Plan will achieve the following: 

 Help command the pace of conservation. 
 Provide decision makers with the necessary information to identify marginal projects or  

             projects that do not fit strategically with the organization’s mission.  
 Produce lists of landowners the land trust can engage in the discussion of conservation options. 
 Help decision makers evaluate projects quickly and move forward with the best proposals. 
 Assess threats and opportunities to resources of importance and meet threats with appropriate  

             conservation strategies. 
 Promote the cultivation of long-term relationships with landowners. 
 Create strategy for achieving maximum funding benefit and increase chances of acquiring  

             grants that rely on selection criteria to choose award recipients. 
 Move conservation toward sustainability because conserved lands form coherent,  

             contiguous patterns, versus isolated patches. 
 Provide the foundation for proving public benefit and help meet IRS criteria for tax  

             deductibility for donated easements.  
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I. Conservation Planning 
 
The plan’s mission is to conserve a set of properties that will ensure the long-term ecological health 
of a variety of ecosystems within the RI service area – not just those that are threatened. RI’s service 
area is defined as the entire region it seeks to protect and includes the Rincon and Vail valleys as 
well portions of the Cienega Corridor located within Pima County, north of Interstate 10. Potential 
conservation areas within the service area are referred to as focus areas. A focus area is an area, 
large or small, that is, or has the potential to be, an ecologically functional system. This plan seeks to 
provide conservation buffers adjacent to protected lands or linkages between protected lands, which 
create connectivity and expand functional loci.  
 
Although much of the RI service area is fragmented by development (mainly four to 36-acre lot 
sizes), it still contains a diverse range of intact conservation networks that can be effectively 
protected. The first phase of this plan involves defining these focus areas, which represent the 
Institute’s priority conservation efforts. Products of these assessments include maps that highlight 
priority focus areas and secondary focus areas. Landscape-scale sites with high biological value, like 
Rincon Creek, represent a primary focus area, for example, while properties within the Cienega 
Corridor represent a secondary focus area. These focus areas form a conservation blueprint that 
guides RI’s actions.     
 
There are five major steps in RI’s focus area assessment process: 
(1) Identify Conservation Elements: Research natural resources of significance within service 
area. Consult with local biologists, municipal officials, partners and other conservation organizations 
to develop natural area protection recommendations. Work with RI board, staff and NAP planning 
subcommittee to compare and select conservation elements worthy of protection.   
(2) Set Goals: The planning subcommittee sets goals for each conservation element based on RI’s 
mission. Setting goals determines which particular elements RI will use its limited resources to 
protect. Goals also determine how the elements should be distributed across the landscape.  
(3) Determine Project Selection Criteria: The team develops quantitative and qualitative 
checklists to rate RI service area properties for conservation elements. The quantitative checklist is a 
weighted, point-based method that produces an aggregated figure for any property within the RI 
service area. Weights are based on the relative importance of each conservation element of 
importance (i.e. “intact riparian habitats” have a weight of five and “land area” has a weight of 
three). The qualitative checklist offers a list of desired components to consider for any property and a 
checklist of limiting factors to consider for each property. RI will use each method to rate properties 
within focus areas as well as properties outside focus areas.     
(4) Develop Sets of Focus Areas: Based on its mission and goals, the team selects primary focus 
areas to target in the immediate future. Primary focus areas reflect RI’s first phase of private 
landowner outreach. The team then selects secondary focus areas, which represent its second tier 
conservation prospects. Finally, the team identifies other prospective projects (outside its primary 
and secondary focus areas) that could link RI conservation projects with outlying conservation 
partner projects.    
(5) Identify Implementation Strategies: In order to protect significant properties and build a 
portfolio of conservation properties within focus areas, the team develops strategies to meet each 
goal. Several of these strategies are based on private landowner outreach and building RI’s presence 
within its service area. 
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II. Service Area Overview 
 
This plan provides a broad-based analysis of the RI service area. Readers will not find a 
rigorously detailed evaluation of conservation elements typical of a habitat conservation plan 
produced by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or other agencies that focus more specifically on 
protecting or enhancing habitat viability. Although the conservation plan targets the protection of 
RI’s rich ecological service area, it is not solely based on habitat protection. Rather, the plan 
focuses on conserving several desired characteristics within the area – ecological, cultural and 
other resources such as viewsheds and historical character.      
 
For these reasons, the plan presents conservation issues in the context of what needs to be 
accomplished now and what can be achieved in the near future. If conditions in the service area 
change, RI will be able to compensate by increasing efforts in one focus area over another or 
stepping up efforts in its other prospective project areas. For now, RI should carefully select 
conservation strategies that will provide the most benefit per unit of organizational effort. To 
increase project capacity, RI should look for organizations interested in conservation near its 
service area and build those relationships now. Locally based citizen groups and conservation 
organizations may be well positioned to aid in conservation acquisitions and outreach efforts. RI 
should take major actions based on the issues identified in this plan, but it can also share this 
plan with partner organizations who can use the analyses presented here to enhance regional 
conservation efforts. 
 
Boundary Justification  
RI’s service area includes the Rincon and Vail valleys as well portions of the Cienega Corridor 
located within Pima County, north of Interstate 10 (see Appendix, B-1 and B-2). The western 
boundary is determined by La Posta Quemada wash, which roughly divides Tucson’s more densely 
developed areas from the rural to semi-rural lands in the Rincon and Vail valleys. The southern 
boundary is clearly defined by Interstate 10. The Pima/Cochise county line represents the eastern 
boundary. The Saguaro National Park – Rincon Mountain District (RMD) boundary represents 
the northern extent of the RI service area.2 As of the publishing of this plan, the RI board has not 
made a definitive decision to adopt these boundaries. For this plan’s purposes, however, current 
service area boundaries represent a logical core to select focus areas from.        
 
Biological Overview 
The RI service area is characterized by three distinct Sonoran Desert ecoregions, which harbor 
high biological diversity. Saguaro-Palo Verde vegetation types characterize the upper bajadas; 
lower bajadas by mesquite-bosques; and lowland types characterized by xeric riparian habitat 
and washes. While the total service area is large – approximately 230,000 acres – the most 
diverse habitat and unique landscape types cover only a portion of that land. The only riparian 

                                                           
2 Prior to the establishment of this plan, the Tanque Verde Valley represented the northern extent of the RI service 
area. During RI’s strategic organizational planning process, which began in December 2007, the board tentatively 
decided not to include the Tanque Verde Valley in its service area description for conservation purposes. This action 
was triggered due to significant development build out within the valley. There are, however, a few large Tanque 
Verde Valley ranches that have conservation value and may be considered in future discussions with local 
conservation partners. RI holds two conservation easements within the Tanque Verde Valley. 
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hardwood woodland in the RMD, for example, occurs along Rincon Creek, which cuts through 
Rincon Valley (RI 2002).  
 
As mentioned, much of the service area has been fragmented by development. Due to the 
availability of large tracts of State Trust land and private property subdividing trends, the threat 
of severe habitat fragmentation exists. Studies compiled by Northern Arizona University and the 
Arizona Game and Fish Department (2007) indicate viable wildlife linkages that cut through 
portions of the RI service area. Biologists interviewed for the development of this plan agree that 
legitimate corridors exist and can be protected, although they admit that some areas (like 
portions of the Vail Valley) are too fragmented to support wildlife movement.      
 
Preserves and Public Lands Within Service Area 
 
Cienega Creek Natural Preserve 
Cienega Creek is one of the county’s most important riparian areas. It recharges a significant 
regional aquifer and provides flood storage capability, which makes it a critically important 
protected area. Lands within the Pima County-owned preserve are in excellent condition and 
afford public access and recreational opportunities. The Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan 
(SDCP) suggests expansion of the preserve by 7,293 acres. Protection of Mescal Arroyo, a vital 
link to Cienega Creek, would add another 1,856 acres (Pima County 2008). 
 
Colossal Cave Mountain Park 
The 2,400-acre desert park is on the National Register of Historic Places and showcases crystal-
filled Colossal Cave and historic La Posta Quemada Ranch.  
 
Coronado National Forest – Santa Catalina Ranger District 
The 1.78 million-acre Santa Catlina Ranger District borders the RMD on its north, east and south 
sides. The robust strip of land that borders the RMD to the east and south includes the foothills 
of prominent 8,482-ft. Rincon Peak. One of southeastern Arizona’s “Sky Islands,” Rincon Peak 
and the greater Santa Catalina Ranger District support plant communities as biologically diverse 
as those encountered on a trip from Mexico to Canada (USFS 2008). 
 
Saguaro National Park – Rincon Mountain District 
The 66,621-acre RMD and its adjacent lands have represented RI’s primary conservation 
priorities. With its model Sky Islands landscape and diverse ecology, protecting land adjacent to 
the RMD – especially sections of Rincon Creek – remains the focus of the RI’s conservation 
plan.  
 
Rincon Institute Protected Lands 
 
Wendt Property: This 154-acre property is located adjacent to Colossal Cave Mountain Park. It 
includes classic Sonoran Desert vegetation and protects a lower bajada viewshed. 
 
Mueller-Crookston and North Properties: These respective 18 and 9.5-acre properties are 
located in Tanque Verde Valley. Each property includes a segment of Tanque Verde Creek.  
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III. Goals and Strategies 
 
Conservation goals represent the desired conditions that RI seeks to achieve within its service 
area and are split into short-term and long-term categories. Goals are developed from RI’s 
assessment of current conditions, threats, opportunities, trends and organizational capacity. 
Conservation strategies are the steps RI will take to ensure it mitigates critical threats and 
reaches its goals. The planning team selected goals and strategies that not only abate threats, but 
help ensure continued viability of the conservation elements.  
 
RI’s current organizational resource base and mix of priorities mandate the organization to 
operate as efficiently as possible. Given these priorities, RI must work proactively. This section 
aligns goals and strategies in two categories: what needs to be done and what can be done in the 
next three to five years. If conditions within the service area change, RI may be able to step up 
efforts at a later date. For now, RI should focus on short-term strategies that are feasible in the 
present tense, to provide the most benefit for its efforts. Short-term strategies also lay the 
foundation for future action.  
 
Short-term Goals 
 
Following are accomplishments deemed crucial to success now and in the immediate future, for 
which the greatest share of resources are available. 
 

1. Protect and enhance wildlife corridors and riparian habitats. 
 

2. Protect natural resources within and adjacent to the RMD. 
 

3. Preserve rural character and heritage within service area. 
 
Long-term Goals 
 
Following are accomplishments determined crucial to conservation success, but for which RI 
resources are limited and additional organizational capacity and support should be built.  
 

4. Develop and implement State Trust land reform action plan and partner with Pima   
    County, local non-profit organizations and citizen groups to acquire State Trust lands  
    for conservation purposes. 

 
5. Refine Pima County property tax assessment policies.  

 
6. Protect natural resources of significance and critical lands outside RI’s immediate  
    service area, but for which strategic partnership and collaboration might be especially  
    necessary.  
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Strategies  
Like goals, strategies are divided into two categories: those to which RI is able to commit 
immediately (short-term strategies) and those for which staff and financial resources are limited 
and must be further developed (long-term strategies). RI partners may undertake some strategies 
in this latter category immediately. While most strategies that apply to long-term goals are those 
that staff and financial resources are not immediately available, there are a few, like the 
development of a State Trust Land reform action plan that RI could initiate now. Future staff and 
partner actions could therefore build on RI’s commencement of the effort. All other actions are 
listed under short-term strategies. Each strategy is headlined by the goal to which it most directly 
applies. 

Short-term Strategies: Immediate Implementation 
 
Goal 1. Protect and enhance wildlife corridors and riparian habitats. 
 

1. Encourage conservation easement donations (or acquisitions) as defined by RI’s 
conservation focus areas (see Appendix B-3). 

 
2. Work strategically with staff and board to contact landowners within focus areas and 

begin building relationships.  
1. Research focus area landowner needs; how they feel about conservation and  
    how they intend to use their properties. One-on-one contacts conducted by RI  
    staff, board or trained volunteers are best for these key landowners. * 
2. Train in-office volunteers to survey other landowner needs within service area.  
    Volunteer surveyors would make cordial, concise and informative contacts with  
    landowners and gather similar data described above.  
3. Make RI more connected to “movers and shakers” and key service area    
    landowners. 

 
3. Establish a landowner outreach effort that furthers conservation of RI riparian habitats 

and wildlife corridors by raising awareness about its biological importance, garnering 
new supporters, and connecting landowners with tools for conserving habitat on their 
property. One such tool is a revised natural areas guide for current and future 
landowners, which describes best practices for conserving fragile resources unique to the 
region. *   

 
4. Continue to administer riparian restoration and education programs throughout service 

area.  
 

* Also pertains to goals 2, 3 and 5  
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Goal 2. Protect natural resources within and adjacent to the RMD. 
 

1. Acquire and protect State Trust land holdings within the RMD. 
 

2. Encourage expedient congressional funding for RMD expansion.3  
 

3. Encourage conservation easement donations (or acquisitions) of any private land adjacent 
to the RMD’s west and south boundaries (see Appendix B-3). 

 
Goal 3. Preserve rural character and heritage within service area. 
 

1. Develop program with realtors and developers on RI board (and other key real estate 
and development professionals within service area) to encourage responsible, thoughtful 
development of land. 

 
2. Build upon successes of RI educational, naturalist and Rincon Valley Farmers Market 

programs and integrate pertinent elements into a natural heritage appreciation program. 
The program could involve the following: 

1. Collect natural heritage research (photographs, historic documents, oral  
    histories, art) and include in a new section of the RI web site. Possibly hold an  
    annual natural heritage appreciation event that would combine a gallery  
    display, music and fine dining. 
2. Engage volunteers and landowners to collect monitoring data for unmapped  
    cultural sites throughout the service area. 
3. Identify historic travel corridors (all historical eras) and work with willing  
    landowners to allow access and/or offer historical tours of properties. 

 
3. Develop engaging monitoring and stewardship programs for residents, which help 

maintain the ecological integrity of the service area and a high quality of life. 
 

4. Partner with the Vail Preservation Society to develop a historic tour circuit (program) of 
the service area’s unique natural heritage sites.  

 
5. Continue to develop science-based practices to guide conservation and historic 

preservation projects while maintaining RI’s strength as a fair forum for ideas. 
 

6. Utilize Pima County’s Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) program to transfer 
ownership of development potential from lands where development is less desirable (i.e. 
RI focus areas) to lands where it is more desirable (i.e. less ecologically sensitive lands). 

 

                                                           
3 Financial terms have been authorized between the U.S. Government and prospective landowners, however 
Congress has lagged in its commitment to appropriate these funds. Some landowners within the expansion area have 
indicated they cannot wait for government payment much longer and may be forced to sell to other buyers 
(Vanderpool 2008). 
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Long-term Strategies: Requires Additional Organizational Capacity and Partnerships 
 
Goal 4. Develop and implement State Trust land reform action plan 
 

1. Partner with Pima County, local non-profit organizations and citizen groups to create 
action plan that would allow non-profit organizations to acquire and monitor State Trust 
lands within region for conservation purposes.4  

 
2. Develop research and monitoring task force to identify significant natural and cultural 

resources on regional State Trust lands.    
 
3. Develop conceptual conservation plan for significant natural and cultural areas identified 

by the research and monitoring task force. 
 

4. Develop educational and marketing campaign directed at state voters, especially those in 
southeastern Arizona.    

 
5. Develop interorganizational committee to implement and coordinate action plan duties.  

 
Goal 5. Refine Pima County property tax assessment policies   
 

1. With the assistance of other conservation organizations, identify property tax reform 
strategies. Key strategies would include: 

1. Streamline annual property tax assessment policies by discouraging large 
variations in annual property assessments for conservation easement donors.  

2. Encourage buy in from the Arizona Department of Revenue to offer counties the 
option to offer property tax relief to conservation easement donors. 

3. Research potential property tax assessment / reform strategies developed by other 
state and local citizen groups. 

 
2. Develop tax policy reform “task force,” which would comprise various leaders of local 

non-profit organizations, citizen groups and other key stakeholders. The task force would 
develop strategies to: 

1. Ease property tax appeal process for local landowners that donate conservation  
    easements. 
2. Seek property tax relief as an additional incentive for conservation easement  
    donors. 

 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
4 As of May 2008, this goal may need to be modified. Before an action plan could be created, for example, the RI 
board should appoint a board member or volunteer to track related legislative proceedings in the State Land 
Department. This measure would ensure that reform stakeholders are made aware of the most current State Land 
Department deliberations and that stakeholder reform proposals are made accordingly.   
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Goal 6. Protect natural resources of significance and critical lands outside RI’s service area 
 

1. Research potential regional conservation linkages among RI and partner projects. Obtain 
natural resources data and trends on outlying private lands as well as regional 
organizational capacity for acquiring and managing large properties and large 
conservation portfolios. Potential partners include: Pima County, Cochise County, Sky 
Island Alliance, The Nature Conservancy, The Trust for Public Land, Sonoran Institute, 
Arizona Open Land Trust and the Southeast Arizona Land Trust.  

 
2. Build or continue to build relationships with partner organizations to formulate ways RI 

can assist future partner conservation projects.  
1. One primary wildlife corridor protection project involves working with the  
    Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) to incorporate engineering  
    plans for wildlife passage beneath Interstate 10 at Cornfield Wash.5  

 
3. Consider acquiring and/or managing conservation easements and acquisitions outside 

RI’s current service area. Preliminary areas include:  
1. Happy Valley (far western Cochise County; near eastern flank of Coronado  
    National Forest). 
2. Large-scale wildlife corridors extending from RMD south toward Whetstone  
    and Santa Rita Mountain ranges (includes wildlife linkage at Cornfield Wash,  

mentioned above).  
 

4. Paige Creek lands (northeast of the RMD).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
5 An Arizona Cooperative Extension specialist consulted for purposes of this plan mentioned that ranchland near the 
wash on both sides of Interstate 10 is conducive to wildlife passage and conservation protection.   
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IV. Project Selection Criteria 
 
1. Conservation Elements 
The planning efforts that RI engages within its service area must serve one of two main 
purposes: (1) protect lands adjacent to the RMD and wildlife corridors extending from it, or (2) 
protect any other unique biological, socio-cultural or natural heritage areas that substantially 
advance RI’s mission. 
 
The Institute’s planning methodology for conservation focus areas is based on several elements 
developed specifically for its service area. Elements are selected and grouped by weighted values 
(i.e. intact riparian habitats, location, and connectivity to protected areas). The plan identifies 
eight major elements as well as several other “positive factors” to consider. The eight major 
elements and weights are listed below. 
 

 Intact Riparian Habitats (5) 
 Location (4) 
 Connectivity to RMD (4) 
 Connectivity to Other Protected Areas (not including the RMD) (3) 
 Level of Protection (3) 
 Natural Resource Mission Test (3) 
 Land Area (3) 
 Traditional Character Mission Test (not weighted) 

 
These elements are intended to protect not only RI resources of significance, but also those of the 
Sonoran Desert / Sky Islands ecoregion. Because the service area contains more than eight 
elements of conservation interest, the team took care to choose conservation elements at a coarse 
enough scale to encompass the diverse species and landscapes central to its conservation 
mission.  
 
Description of Conservation Elements 
 
Intact Riparian Habitats (5) 
The NAP committee selected the protection of intact riparian habitats as vital to RI’s overall 
mission. Therefore, this element is afforded the highest weight. If all elements of a particular 
property were considered, those that include riparian habitat would stand out as the most 
desirable. Perennial and ephemeral riparian habitats are both highly regarded, although 
properties with perennial riparian habitat will earn higher point values than properties that 
include ephemeral riparian habitat. 
 
Location (4) 
This element favors properties that are included within RI’s focus areas (see Appendix B-3). 
Properties located within “high priority” focus areas are given higher point values than those in 
“secondary priority” or “other prospective projects” focus areas. 
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Connectivity to RMD (4) 
Because the conservation of natural resources within and adjacent to the RMD is one of RI’s 
primary missions, RMD State Trust inholdings and properties connected to the RMD are 
especially valuable. Conservation planners refer to protected areas adjacent to formally 
established preserves as buffers. The ability to buffer the RMD is one of the primary objectives 
of this conservation plan.  
 
Connectivity to Other Protected Areas (not including the RMD) (3)    
The ability to connect protected lands within RI’s service area is crucial for providing tangible 
wildlife corridors and effective large-scale conservation. Although protecting buffers around the 
RMD boundaries is given a higher weight in this plan, establishing connectivity with other 
protected areas is critical for successful conservation. This plan gives higher point values for 
properties that are connected to one or more protected boundaries. 
 
Level of Protection (3) 
A central tenet of conservation planning involves combining sets of properties that have little or 
no development. Because development fragments ecological potential, it is typically seen as one 
of the greatest threats to preserving biodiversity (Goves 2003). Therefore, properties that have 
little or no development will earn high values in this conservation plan. Properties that have 
limited development are scored respective to property size.  
 
Land Area (3) 
Similar to level of protection, large properties have more conservation value than small 
properties (Noss et. al. 1997). Most properties within RI’s focus areas are between 15 and 50 
acres and represent the majority of the land area. Properties larger than 50 acres will score higher 
and this assigned weight reflects the relative importance of land area per unit of conservation 
value within the focus areas. Properties smaller than 10 acres fall below the scoring threshold for 
this element and are likely too small to be considered in this plan. 
 
Natural Resource Mission Test (3) 
In addition to the elements presented here, this plan considers several other critical natural 
resource categories. For example, “rare, sensitive, threatened or endangered species” are given 
consideration, as are desired landscape types like “saguaro – palo verde” or “mesquite – bosque.”               
 
Traditional Character Mission Test (not weighted) 
Beyond ecological factors, RI also seeks to protect “traditional” qualities like “scenic views” and 
“significant archaeological or natural heritage sites.” The NAP committee identified four such 
factors related to its mission to include in this element.   
 
Outside these eight chosen elements, this plan identifies six other “positive factors” related to 
project potential that factor in a particular property’s overall score. In addition, a “limiting 
factors” checklist accompanies project selection criteria (see Appendix A-4). If a property 
includes any of the limiting factors, it should not be considered. 
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2. Quantitative and Qualitative Methods 
This plan includes both quantitative and qualitative frameworks to determine overall project 
selection criteria (see Appendix, A-1 and A-3). Each framework provides practical and technical 
reasoning by which RI can make the most qualified decisions to base its conservation decisions. 
The quantitative framework provides a way to measure the aggregate strength of any property 
within RI’s service area, while the qualitative framework provides a checklist of desirable 
qualities to consider for any property within the service area. Both quantitative and qualitative 
methods are based on RI’s mission and desirable ecological, educational and natural heritage 
values identified by the RI board and NAP committee. Both methods must also pass a limiting 
factors checklist that identifies 12 reasons a project may be rejected (see Appendix A-4). 
 
Quantitative Method Overview 
The quantitative method is based on the eight elements identified in this plan, plus a “positive 
factors” category. Each element is given a weight, by which three to five sub-elements (desirable 
features) are given point values. Weights are determined by overall importance relative to RI’s 
mission and goals set forth by the NAP committee. Point values are based on overall importance 
within the element.  
 
The total score is determined by multiplying the weight of each element by the feature under 
consideration and adding each element to produce an aggregate score for any property.  
 
The maximum value a property could obtain is 137. The highest value parcels would include 
qualities like the inclusion of a portion of Rincon Creek; located within or adjacent to the RMD; 
connected to other protected properties; have no development or limited development; contain 
sensitive species; contain 50 acres or more; protect significant views or a significant 
archeological or cultural site; and include other various “positive” factors. 
 
The minimum value a property could obtain and still be considered for selection is 45. This value 
is somewhat arbitrary and would be best combined with other qualitative selection criteria in the 
decision making process. Properties of this caliber would include the lower range of values based 
on one or more of the quantitative elements. A “lower value” property would still earn points for 
some combination of baseline elements, however, and would still have potential to add to RI’s 
conservation mission. (See Appendix A-2 for example maximum and minimum property value 
thresholds.) 
 
Qualitative Method Overview 
While most conservation plans include empirical methods to select focus areas and analyze 
strategic objectives, a land trust’s conservation plan must meet organizational needs that are 
difficult to quantify. A property may include a significant cultural site, for example, but may 
contain few other measurable qualities that qualify it for selection. Nevertheless, the site may be 
of regional significance and highly desirable regardless of its quantitative score. Thus, qualitative 
factors must be taken into account. Similar to RI’s quantitative method, the qualitative checklist 
(see Appendix A-3) identifies desired ecological traits and other organizational qualities to 
consider when evaluating a property. Properties that meet a combination of qualitative factors 
should be considered for selection.                 
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V. Focus Areas Overview 
 
Conservation areas within the service area are referred to as focus areas. A focus area is an area, 
large or small, that is, or has the potential to be, an ecologically functional system. This plan 
seeks to provide conservation buffers adjacent to protected lands or linkages between protected 
lands, which creates connectivity and expands functional loci, like wildlife passages. (See 
Appendix, B-3 through B-17 for focus area maps.)  
 
NOTE: Although X9 ranch properties were considered “highest priority” areas throughout 
the planning process, these parcels include deed restrictions that limit density, 
infrastructure and other major development. Therefore, these parcels may be monitored 
for conservation values, but should be omitted from RI’s focus areas. The X9 properties 
will likely retain significant conservation value – RI should focus its resources on other 
focus areas mentioned below. 
 
The NAP subcommittee split focus areas into three categories based on priority level and order 
of implementation:  
 

 Highest Priority (immediate) 
1. Rincon Creek buffer lands 
2. RMD expansion area 
3. State Trust land inholdings within the RMD 

 
 Secondary Priority (3-5 years) 

1. Private lands adjacent to the RMD (that do not include riparian areas) 
2. Colossal Cave Mountain Park buffer lands 
3. State Trust lands of significant conservation value within Rincon Valley  

 
 Other Prospective Projects: 

1. Cienega Creek Preserve buffer lands 
 1. Agua Verde Creek 
 2. Pima County 2008 bond “wildlife corridors” that include sections of Cienega  
                corridor  
2. Private inholdings within Coronado National Forest 
3. Happy Valley (far western Cochise County; near eastern flank of Coronado National   
    Forest)  
4. Large-scale wildlife corridors extending from the RMD south toward Whetstone  
    and Santa Rita Mountain ranges (includes wildlife linkage at Cornfield Wash,  
    example)  
5. Paige Creek lands (northeast of the RMD)  

 
1. Highest Priority 
This conservation plan’s core focus areas include portions of Rincon Creek that are located on 
private property and buffer lands in proximity to Rincon Creek. In addition, RI seeks to acquire 
State Trust inholdings within the RMD and encourage the expeditious transactions of private 
lands within the RMD expansion area. Combined, these areas represent RI’s immediate 
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conservation projects and form the core of this conservation plan. These areas also represent a 
unique regional conservation niche for RI. They complement conservation projects for partner 
agencies like Pima County, but do not necessarily overlap those projects or present direct 
competition. 
 
2. Secondary Priority 
Given limited organizational resources, secondary priorities indicate projects RI can pursue when 
it has developed the organizational capacity to do so. This plan identifies a time horizon of three 
to five years, although timing depends on RI’s conservation progress within its highest priority 
focus areas. These projects may be pursued with the aid of partners. 
 
Although the term “secondary” implies that RI would focus on these areas after making 
significant progress in its highest priority areas, the Institute should remain open to opportunistic 
acquisitions within secondary areas. For example, a property that shares two or more protected 
boundaries with Colossal Cave Mountain Park should be highly considered for selection if it 
scores highly for other desirable qualities indicated in this plan. It is likely that RI will face 
challenging decisions between accepting projects within high priority areas versus secondary 
priority areas. Project selection criteria tools can aid these decisions, as well as several 
qualitative factors of any given secondary priority project. 
 
3. Other Prospective Projects 
Among RI’s primary conservation goals is its intention to protect wildlife corridors. As 
mentioned, protecting Rincon Creek buffer lands and associated habitat within and adjacent to 
the RMD is critical to achieving this goal. From a regional perspective, however, RI must 
attempt to link its conservation projects with the broader protection goals of partnering agencies. 
 
This plan identifies several large-scale projects that RI can pursue. Developing such efforts with 
local partners will be essential to achieving large-scale success. For example, a broad strip of 
land between the Rincon Mountains and Whetstone Mountains has been identified as a critical 
wildlife linkage (Beier et. al. 2007). The Institute could collaborate with several organizations to 
protect this linkage. Like its ability to form a conservation niche within the Rincon Valley, RI 
could offer its unique resources to aid a specific component of this regional conservation 
initiative.  
 
There is no timeline associated with this focus area category due to the unpredictable nature of 
economic forces that drive land use decisions within southeastern Arizona. Therefore, RI must 
concentrate its immediate resources on protecting lands within its highest priority focus areas. 
However, the Institute may decide to devote future resources to these prospective projects based 
on: relative development pressure; partner support; public support; RI marketing potential and 
regional conservation necessity.  
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VI. Data Gaps 
 
The goal of this conservation plan is to provide a conservation road map for RI that offers 
recommendations based on objectives that meet ecological and organizational needs, land trust 
best practices and private landowner outreach. Further research should be collected, however, to 
help RI best achieve its mission. Data gaps to be filled include: 
 

 Define RI’s service area: 
This plan identifies focus areas within the context of RI’s functional service area, which 
has traditionally included the Rincon and Vail valleys. However, the service area should 
include all lands within which the organization actively performs its duties. For RI, this 
would include the Rincon and Vail valleys as well as the entire Cienega Corridor and 
portions of western Cochise County. 

 
 Develop better understanding of Pima County’s conservation priorities  
While creating this plan, some confusion arose over Pima County’s selection of its 2008 
bond priority classifications. Curiosity remains, for example, over Pima County’s 
“highest priority” boundaries for State Trust land. Because Pima County is a primary 
conservation partner, RI must have a clear understanding of the county’s conservation 
needs in order to implement this plan as efficiently as possible. 

 
 Develop comprehensive list of partner organization’s conservation objectives 
Although several of this plan’s recommendations are based on interviews and data 
collected from local conservation organizations, a more in-depth study of local 
conservation needs would be helpful. As local conservation projects move forward, it will 
be vital to understand the project needs and objectives of local conservation 
organizations. A comprehensive survey of local conservation organizations goals and 
strategies will also help RI implement its projects more efficiently.  

 
 Develop more efficient GIS support system 
The integration of GIS technology continues to increase the effectiveness of conservation 
planning and RI must embrace the use of these technologies. Maps produced for this plan 
provide an adequate road map to initiate RI’s conservation initiatives, although more 
complete data can be collected and displayed, which would increase the understanding 
and effectiveness of the Institute’s implementation plan. RI needs fast and reliable access 
to a GIS specialist in order to utilize GIS data and present maps and information to its 
board members and service area community.  
 

 Conduct financial analysis from organizational perspective  
Although this plan does not discuss specific organizational financial figures, there is no 
doubt that RI’s financial capacity and future needs must be taken into account in 
implementing this plan. A financial analysis would benefit this plan by addressing future 
staffing needs; volunteer and monitoring needs; and potential capacity to buy 
conservation properties.  
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VII. Conclusion / Next Steps 
 
This conservation plan is not a static document. The plan should be reassessed on an annual basis 
and the conservation goals, strategies and focus areas should be reviewed after about three years 
to ensure they are still appropriate and feasible to achieve RI’s mission. Within approximately 
three years, RI should appoint a team to reassess project capacity, viability of conservation 
elements and threats. At that time, additions and adjustments should be made based on progress 
during the first years of the project and on the evolving needs and conditions throughout the 
service area. These steps will help ensure that RI uses its resources most effectively, and that its 
actions continue to complement its mission and regional conservation goals.  
 
Using this planning process, RI should make great strides in protecting the ecological, social, and 
heritage preservation needs within its service area. However, this plan represents just one piece 
of the conservation work needed within RI’s service area. Working with partners on multiple 
fronts, RI can continue to contribute to the ecological sustainability and unique heritage of this 
magnificent region. 
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A-1. Project Selection Criteria: Quantitative Method 
 

 Based on 137-point scale (maximum value)  
 Includes scale weight 
 Lowest score to meet selection criteria = 45 

 
 TOTAL SCORE = (W1 x R1) + (W2 x R2) + (W3 x R3)… (Wn x Rn) 

             where: 
             W = weight; 
             R = rating 
             1,2,3…n = features under consideration  
 
Intact Riparian Habitats (weight = 5) 
1) Includes portion of Rincon Creek AND adjacent to Saguaro National Park – Rincon Mountain District  
    (RMD) (5 points) 
2) Includes portion of Rincon Creek (4 points) 
3) Includes perennial riparian habitat (not associated with Rincon Creek or the RMD) (3 points) 
4) Includes ephemeral riparian habitat (not associated with Rincon Creek or the RMD) (2 points) 
 
Location (weight = 4) 
5) Located within an RI “high priority” focus area? (5 points) 
6) Located within an RI “secondary priority” focus area? (4 points) 
7) Located within an RI “long-term consideration” area? (3 points) 
 
Connectivity to the RMD (weight = 4) 
8) RMD in holding (5 points)  
9) Connected to the RMD and one or more protected boundaries (4 points) 
10) Adjacent to the RMD (3 points) 
 
Connectivity to Other Protected Areas (not including the RMD) (weight = 3) 
11) Connected to two or more protected boundaries (4 points) 
12) Adjacent to protected boundary (3 points) 
13) Within ¼ to ½ mile of protected boundary (2 points)  
 
Level of Protection (weight = 3) 
14) No existing development (5 points) 
15) Limited development – not more than one existing dwelling per 20 acres (4 points) 
16) Limited development – not more than one existing dwelling per 15 acres (3 points) 
 
Land Area (weight = 3) 
17) > 35 acres (6 points) 
18) 15 – 34 acres (5 points) 
19) 10 – 14 acres (4 points) 
 
Natural Resource Mission Test (weight = 3) 
20) Contains rare, threatened or endangered species (5 points) 
21) Contains upper bajada habitat types (vegetation and wildlife) (4 points) 
22) Contains mesquite-bosque habitat types (vegetation and wildlife) (3 points)      
23) Contains xeric riparian habitat types (washes) (2 points) 
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Traditional Character Mission Test (weight = 1) (5 points for each that apply) 
24) Protects significant archeological or natural heritage site  
25) Protects scenic views  
26) Meets multiple IRS criteria  
27) Sets an important precedent for open space protection within a particular focus area (i.e. a “keystone  
      property”    
 
Positive Factors (weight = 1) (2 points for each that apply) 
28) Project has potential to enhance the public image of the Institute 
29) Project has potential to attract partners 
30) Project has fund-raising potential 
31) Project has engaging education / volunteer potential 
32) Project has strong landowner support that could generate other landowner support within service  
      area 
33) Project is reflective of local municipal priorities (through Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan and/or  
      other community planning documents) 
 
 
TOTAL SCORE =  _________  
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A-2. Project Selection Criteria: Quantitative Method Max/Min Thresholds 
 

 Maximum and minimum threshold scores are based on the most desirable property within the 
service area versus the most marginal property RI would be willing to accept. NOTE: the scoring 
scenarios presented here are based on a simulation of approximate high and low values for model 
properties.   

 
Intact Riparian Habitats (weight = 5) 
      Highest possible: 25  
      Low score: 0 
 
Location (weight = 4) 
      Highest possible: 20 
      Low score: 12 
 
Connectivity to the RMD (weight = 4) 
      Highest possible: 0 (this model gives full value for intact riparian habitats; cannot double-count here) 
      Low score: 0 
 
Connectivity to Other Protected Areas (not including the RMD) (weight = 3) 
      Highest possible: 12 
      Low score: 0 
 
Level of Protection (weight = 3) 
      Highest possible: 15 
      Low score: 9 
 
Land Area (weight = 3) 
      Highest possible: 18 
      Low score: 12 
 
Natural Resource Mission Test (weight = 3) 
      Highest possible: 15 
      Low score: 12 
 
Traditional Character Mission Test (weight = 1) (5 points for each that apply) 
      Highest possible: 20  
      Low score: 0 
 
Positive Factors (weight = 1) (2 points for each that apply) 
      Highest possible: 12 
      Low score: 0 
 
(Max = 137) 
(Min = 45) 
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A-3. Project Selection Criteria: Qualitative Method 
 

 Properties outside the focus areas mentioned above should include a combination of 
the following features to be considered for selection: 

  
Ecological: 
1) Riparian habitat  

 flowing water highest priority, but may include ephemeral flows   
2) Rare, threatened and endangered species (animal or plant species) 

   Most T&E species are located near riparian areas, but even those that are not  
                 should be highly considered for selection 
2) Upper bajada characteristics (native vegetation, animal species, etc)  

   These properties are primarily located near SNPE and Coronado National  
                             Forest and would likely be included in the focus areas mentioned above.  
                             Nevertheless, a parcel not directly adjacent to a protected block of land may  
                             include desired upper bajada characteristics and should be considered for  
                             selection. 
 3) Mesquite bosques 
   These areas are biologically diverse as well, plus the vegetation type allows  
                             for restoration projects that do not require irrigated water. These are hardy areas. 

4) Channel washes (valley bottoms)  
   Scattered development occurs near or adjacent to several washes within the  
                             service area. However, washes are biologically diverse and should be  
                             considered as secondary priorities to flowing riparian areas. 
 5) Connected to protected land 
   (overarching selection criterion) 

 Helps form wildlife corridors  
  

Other: 
 1) Archeological or cultural sites 
   May be located near riparian areas, but those that have concentrations of  
                            artifacts and other archeological or cultural resources should be considered  
 2) Meets multiple IRS criteria 
   Special community places (example) 
   Landowners are willing to grant public access and conservation values can still  
                             be maintained (example) 
   Protects scenic view (example)  
 3) High development pressure 
   If the likelihood that development of property would lead to or contribute to  
                             degradation of the scenic, natural, or historic character of the area, consider  
                             selection 
 4) Partnership potential 
   Project has potential to attract partners (non-profits and public agencies) 
   Project has fund-raising potential 
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A-4. Project Selection Criteria: Limiting Factors Checklist 
 

 A property may meet the selection criteria favoring land protection and may be 
rejected if one or more of the following factors apply 

 
1) The property’s values do not meet substantial IRS criteria. 
2) The property is small and there is little likelihood that adjacent properties will be protected. 
3) The project is likely to put the Institute in conflict with another landowner (which could  
    significantly hurt the land trust’s image, reputation, or relationship with key landowners and  
    donors). 
4) The proposed property is part of a development proposal that, overall, is likely to have  
    significant adverse impacts on the Institute’s resources or values. 
5) The landowner insists on provisions in a conservation easement that the land trust believes  
    would seriously diminish the property’s primary conservation values or the Institute’s ability  
    to enforce the easement. 
6) There is reason to believe that the easement would be unusually difficult to manage/enforce  
    (i.e. frequent incidences of destructive trespassing, OHV use). 
7) The property is irreparably contaminated. 
8) The Institute cannot acquire the property with reasonable effort in relation to the property’s  
     conservation value. 
9) The property is not large enough to be of significant conservation value. 
10) The Institute cannot fulfill stewardship and monitoring responsibilities associated with a  
       given property. 
11) The property is a split estate and/or potential mineral rights development would significantly  
       compromise RI’s values.  
12) Landowner is not willing to offer an endowment for the conservation acquisition. 
13) The land includes “de facto protection” (i.e. deed restrictions already in place to ensure  
      certain conservation values will be protected. Example: X9 Ranch). 
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1. Overview 
 
Origins of the Land Trust Movement and its Role in the Western United States 
 
 At one time, much of the Western U.S. land base was targeted for wholesale private 

consumption. During the homesteading and gold rush booms of the 1800s, lands could be mined, 

grazed, logged and farmed for economic benefit – activities that continue today. Areas that were 

not directly beneficial to the masses of people moving West were simply absorbed by federal 

agencies like the General Land Office, which was mandated to “dispose” of lands in the public 

domain to willing buyers. Land conservation was largely an afterthought. However, some of the 

most pristine places like Yellowstone and the Yosemite Valley were protected by preservation-

oriented leaders that established the National Park Service and opened the United States’ first 

national park in 1872.  

Conservation efforts have grown tremendously at the public, private and non-profit 

levels, but the West’s land disposal trend continues to manifest itself in more strategically 

targeted ways. Private land values are much higher and economic competition for real estate, 

natural resources, recreation and tourism continues grow at unprecedented levels. Approximately 

61 percent of the U.S. land base is privately held, while 28 percent is owned or managed by the 

federal government. States, counties and other jurisdictions hold the additional 11 percent 

(Gustanski et. al. 1999). Among the privately held lands – particularly in the Western U.S. states 

that this report focuses on – non-profit landholding conservation organizations have been 

established to conserve the West’s most valuable private lands. Formed largely in response to 

rapid population growth and land development (Gustanski et. al. 1999), land trusts have become 

one of the West’s primary conservation forces.  
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Dependent on the willingness of landowners to refrain from exercising some land 

ownership rights in the interest of the public and ecological good, land trusts fill a conservation 

niche that public agencies often cannot. For example, typical land trusts have the capacity and 

financial support to manage multiple conservation easements, which are voluntary agreements 

between a private landowner and agency (usually a non-profit organization) to restrict the 

development or use of the land. The organization holds the interest and is empowered to enforce 

its restrictions against the current landowner and all subsequent owners of the land (Land Use 

Law Center 1998). Land trusts are ideally situated to conserve land through conservation 

easements and fee acquisitions because they do not follow a traditional government-driven 

regulatory paradigm. Rather, they work with willing donors who have vested interests in 

protecting their land for current and future generations. Whereas government agencies are often 

reactive in terms of land use regulations (i.e. how land will be developed), land trusts take a 

proactive conservation stance and ask “if” land should be developed and “which” lands should 

be protected (Gustanski et. al. 1999).  

However, landowner decisions that result in land trust acquisitions involve complex 

political, economic and cultural structures that don’t happen overnight “when an ecologist 

sounds an alarm that the country is losing its resource base” (Eckholm 1976). Rather, sound 

choices are made through an evaluative system that ranks the scientific, economic and social 

features of a proposed land parcel. The remainder of this report will focus specifically on how 

land trusts tie together quantitative decision making criteria such as a land parcel’s productive 

capability and ecological capacity. This report will also investigate land trust decision-making 

criteria in more qualitative terms such as how private land protection enhances social, individual 

and altruistic values.  
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Defining Rincon Institute’s Role in Private Land Conservation:  
Toward a Strategic Conservation Plan 

 

During the winter of 2007, Rincon Institute (RI) initiated a strategic conservation 

planning process. The plan includes two major goals: (1) serve as a “road map” to identify 

specific privately owned lands to select as focus areas for conservation easements; and (2) offer 

private landowner outreach recommendations based on best management practices from 

successful Western United States’ land trusts. In order to use the organization’s staff, volunteer 

and financial resources most efficiently, the report and associated conservation plan includes 

studies regarding local priority conservation information; Western U.S. and local land trust best 

practices; landowner interviews; public official interviews; and a summary of results and 

important themes (see service area map below). 

 

RI historic service area (indicated by blue boundary) 
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 According to 2005 Land Trust Alliance (LTA) census, the pace of conservation tripled 

between 2000 and 2005 and the total number of acres conserved by regional and national land 

trusts doubled during the same time period. Much of this conservation activity can be attributed 

to conservation easement donations1. Additionally, land trusts have conserved over 37 million 

acres of private land in the past five years, much of which has occurred in the Western U.S. That 

figure represents a land area nearly 17 times the size of Yellowstone National Park. Of the 11 

Western states, Arizona ranks sixth in total number of acres conserved (106,564) and fourth in 

number of land trusts (21), which are strong indicators of conservation success. However, the 

U.S. loses two-million acres of farms, forests, deserts and open space to development each year 

(LTA 2005).  

For perspective, Pima County, Arizona, which includes the bulk of RI’s service area, 

loses 4,500 to 6,400 acres to development per year (Duerksen and Snyder 2005). Although 70 

percent of the Pima County land base is federal or tribal land, 15 percent belongs to the State 

Land Department and much of the remainder is held privately. Thus, with an estimated 20,000 

new residents per year, development and development pressure will continue to strain 

incorporated and especially unincorporated areas of the county (Duerksen and Snyder 2005). 

Rincon Institute is one of several local conservation organizations dedicated to educating new 

residents about the significance and vulnerability of the region’s resources. The Institute also 

promotes conservation and protects land through its Natural Area Protection Program (NAP). 

Once completed, the strategic conservation plan will be a component of this program. 

Beyond the basic notion of “protecting” land, strategic conservation plans guide land 

trusts in identifying, prioritizing, pursuing and protecting specific parcels of land that most 

                                                 
1 Easements can also provide tax benefits, provided the donation meets IRS standards and reduces the property’s fair 
market value, which it does in almost all cases. 
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effectively and efficiently achieve the organization’s mission (Amundsen 2007). The terms 

“specific parcels” and “mission” form the plan’s core product, which is a road map that will help 

the organization protect lands key to its mission. Although many land trusts have not developed 

formal strategic conservation plans, those that do have a proactive tool that: 

 (1) Helps command the pace of conservation. 

 (2) Provides decision makers with the necessary information to identify marginal   

       projects or projects that do not fit strategically with the organization’s mission. 

 (3) Produces lists of landowners the land trust can engage in the discussion of  

       conservation options. 

(4) Helps decision makers evaluate projects quickly and move forward with the most  

      worthwhile proposals. 

(5) Assesses threats and opportunities to resources of importance and meets threats with  

      appropriate conservation strategies. 

(6) Promotes the cultivation of long-term relationships with landowners. 

(7) Creates strategy for achieving maximum funding benefit and increases chances of  

      acquiring grants that rely on selection criteria to choose award recipients. 

(8) Provides more compelling outreach materials (maps, brochures, success stories) to the  

      community and landowners. 

(9) Moves conservation toward sustainability because conserved lands form coherent,  

      contiguous patterns, versus isolated patches. 

(10) Provides the foundation for proving public benefit and helps meet IRS criteria for  

       tax deductibility for donated easements (Amundsen 2007). 
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Many land trusts approach conservation from the top, down. For example, an interested 

donor within the trust’s service area may offer a conservation easement donation, which forces 

the organization into an often-hasty “yes” or “no” approach. Without well-developed selection 

criteria, the land trust has little basis to select or reject a project. It may do itself a disservice by 

accepting a project that does not have substantial community support. Or, it may pass on a 

property that eventually gets developed and fragments potential future projects. Unlike the 

reactive approach, the proactive strategic conservation plan framework stems from a foundation 

based on mission, project selection criteria, and the organization’s focus areas. As RI begins to 

more actively pursue conservation acquisitions, it will be among a progressive wave of 

conservation organizations whose framework is based on the best ecological and strategic 

planning tools available.    
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2. Study Design 
 
Comprehensive Survey of Land Trusts 

 Beginning in May 2007, I researched land trust best practices and broadly focused on 

Western U.S. land trusts. With 365 potential trusts to study in the states of Arizona, New 

Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana and 

Wyoming (2005 Land Trust Alliance Census), I focused on trusts that were either exemplary by 

the number of acres each preserved or had developed strong, positive reputations in conservation 

literature. Additionally, I researched best practices of four active southern Arizona land trusts to 

provide a contextual base for potential RI conservation recommendations. 

 I developed initial questions for land trusts based on discussions with RI staff and 

conservation literature. Questions like “how do you determine your priority conservation areas?” 

were intentionally open-ended to study the range of methods land trusts use regarding such key 

organizational decisions. Other questions like “how large of a role does your web site play in 

encouraging potential land donors?” and “how has your land trust built a presence in the 

community to effectively reach residents?” focused more specifically on outreach methods and 

effective communication techniques. This information helped form implementation strategies for 

each conservation plan goal. I retained pertinent open-ended questions and drafted more specific 

questions for each outreach topic as my research and interviews progressed. The more I learned 

about how land trusts operate, the more specific I tailored my follow-up questions for each 

interviewee. Consequently, my final interviews involved local sources, and questions were 

specific to the components of RI’s strategic conservation plan. 
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Focused Interviews With Stakeholders Beyond Land Trusts  

 To add a stronger regional approach, I also interviewed officials from area conservation 

organizations as well as local conservation easement donors and public officials. Unlike land 

trust interviews in which I selected land trusts based on professional and academic reputation, I 

selected stakeholders based directly on their relationship with RI. I interviewed easement donors 

Gene and Marvyl Wendt, for example, because they are one of three RI donors and were willing 

to discuss their easement experiences throughout the course of this planning process. Other 

stakeholders like the Sky Island Alliance, expressed interest in partnering with RI on private land 

and easement acquisitions.  

I prioritized my stakeholder list to include interviews from sources recommended by the 

Institute and regional conservation experts. The number of interviews conducted was limited by 

time and feasibility factors. A more in-depth study of the Rincon Mountains sub-area would 

include additional stakeholder interviews and would involve a much lengthier and 

comprehensive planning process. 

I purposely saved certain stakeholder interviews for the end of my research phase. I felt 

that interviews with local officials – especially regarding technical topics like private property 

assessments and tax deductions – would be most helpful once I gained a better understanding of 

conservation incentives. I covered private landowner conservation incentive topics as well as 

local governance roles and stances regarding partnerships with non-profit conservation 

organizations like RI. 
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Land Trust Alliance Rally and the “Strategic Conservation Plan” 

 Aside from interviews and best practices analysis, I researched a model strategic planning 

conservation planning template that I obtained at the Land Trust Alliance’s (LTA) annual Rally, 

held in October 2007, in Denver, CO. Prior to attending the national conference, I had already 

identified several strategic conservation planning methods, although none was as comprehensive 

or current as the report produced by conservation planning expert Ole Amundsen. His seminar 

on the topic provided strategically oriented land trusts a prospective structure to build an 

organizational conservation plan. Amundsen’s template included a step-by-step approach with 

several field-based examples. I used Amundsen’s template as an outline and modified it through 

my previous research.  

 Until the Rally, the Institute and I discussed several templates we researched with the 

intention of combining the best elements of each. However, Amundsen’s seminar provided a 

practical conservation planning framework for me to begin drafting the Institute’s template. I 

continued to integrate positive elements of other conservation planning methods in the plan and 

made significant additions to my initial framework, which included the adoption of a quantitative 

method to determine conservation focus areas and project selection criteria.                

 

Teamwork Leads to Plan Implementation 

 My deliverables to RI included a prioritized list (and map) of conservation focus areas, a 

tool to measure project selection criteria and implementation strategies primarily targeted toward 

private landowner outreach. The conservation plan started as an independent undertaking, but 

like most planning projects, the working plan became a team-driven project that involved 

extensive work with RI’s staff, board of trustees and board member subcommittee formed 
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specifically to guide the plan’s organizational progress. Typical strategic conservation plans take 

between one to three years to create, but the Institute and I have completed the plan in one year. 

Implementing the plan’s recommendations will take longer, but RI has taken a proactive 

approach in this regard and has made utilizing the plan a priority.  
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3. Topics Related to Strategic Conservation Planning 
 
3.1 Strategic Conservation Planning Theory: How To Formulate The Plan 
 
 Strategic conservation plans guide land use decision-making in four key areas: they help 

organizations identify, prioritize, pursue and protect specific parcels of land that most effectively 

and efficiently achieve its mission. The first step toward creating a conservation plan requires 

that the organization draft the mission statement itself, which provides the basis for all 

organizational decisions (Pima County 2001). Although many conservation organizations share 

similar land protection purposes, each has a unique mission and each will take different 

approaches to establishing these elements. Amundsen (2007) recommends organizations start the 

process by identifying or revising its mission statement so that it emphasizes the types of 

conservation action reflective of the organization’s overall goals. For example, a land trust 

whose mission mandates “protecting the surrounding lands of a national park” could revise its 

mission statement to  “protect all riparian corridors and mountain ridges adjacent to the national 

park.”  

Second, the organization must identify its service area, which defines its specific 

geographic, operational realm. Some conservation planning specialists refer to service area as the 

“priority region” (Goves 2003) or the “habitat conservation area” (Noss et. al. 1997). Regardless 

of terminology, land trusts select specific conservation targets within the service area, so this 

area must be explicitly defined to build upon the next phases of the plan (Amundsen 2007).  

 

Identifying Project Selection Criteria 

 Conservation planning specialists refer to the next stages of the strategic planning process 

as the “priority setting” or “project selection criteria” phases. There is a divide here, however, as 
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setting priorities using The Nature Conservancy’s (TNC) seven-step method2, for example, 

includes additional steps that are not addressed in the same order as Amundsen’s strategic 

conservation planning guidelines. Therefore, it is important to differentiate conservation goal 

setting from the development of project selection criteria. Setting measurable conservation goals 

that will eventually generate specific strategies comes first. By setting goals and realistic 

expectations among organizational decision makers, the land trust is able to establish what the 

plan intends to achieve.  

After explaining how a conservation plan operates and why it is useful to the 

organization’s full board of directors, Amundsen (2007) recommends forming a subcommittee to 

study best management practices of successful or similarly-oriented organizations, examine 

public benefits of potential projects, and craft goals and objectives based on research results and 

the organization’s mission statement. For example, the TNC method involves developing a 

conservation portfolio that follows the organization’s Four-R Framework (Goves 2003). 

According to the framework, areas identified in the conservation plan should Represent a range 

of biological features; should be Resilient to both natural and human caused disturbances; should 

Redundantly conserve populations so target species have a higher likelihood to persist for long 

periods or time; and have the capacity to Restore conservation targets to an appropriate level of 

viability within the service area.  

Other methods that result in measurable goals involve using more specific data tools. For 

example, Gap analysis, TNC Natural Heritage reports and countywide comprehensive 

conservation plans like the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan (SDCP) can help land trusts 

pinpoint areas of high biodiversity and design strategies to conserve vulnerable “gaps” on the 

                                                 
2 The primary product of applying this framework is the identification of a network of lands and waters for 
conserving the elements of biodiversity within an ecoregion. 
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landscape (Brewer 2003)3. From an ecological-based planning perspective, Noss et. al. (1997) 

encourages conservation planners at all levels to look beyond defined service areas and approach 

conservation from a regional perspective. While Noss’ idealistic approach is noble, it may not be 

realistic as further sections of this report indicate the need for organizations to use resources as 

efficiently as possible and, in effect, not spread themselves too thin. However, conservation 

organizations can assist local planners tremendously if they articulate regional goals and 

accompany them with specific objectives and actions – even without the assistance of law or 

pending legislation (Noss et. al. 1997). Noss’ (1997) hierarchical conservation planning 

framework is similar to Goves (2003) and Brewer (2003) in that it begins with mission revision 

and goal setting, but Noss includes “long-term regional goals” as an element, which guide the 

establishment of the plan’s short-term actions.  

Developing project selection criteria is much more organization and service area specific. 

Broad goals like “ensuring public benefit to meet Internal Revenue Service (IRS) standards” are 

essential components to consider in the selection of project criteria. However, Amundsen (2007) 

notes that criteria must specifically define a process for selecting land and easement projects, 

which includes an evaluation of the organization’s capacity to perform perpetual stewardship. 

Project selection criteria are both quantitatively and qualitatively defined (Amundsen 2007) and 

conservation literature suggests land trusts are most effective when they develop selection 

criteria that include both IRS standards and the organization’s capacity to manage its holdings.  

An organization’s ecological, scenic, recreational or cultural resources can be 

numerically weighted for selection processes (Amundsen 2007). Preserving intact riparian 

                                                 
3 Gap analysis is a scientific method for identifying the degree to which native animal species and natural 
communities are represented in the present-day mix of conservation lands; TNC Natural Heritage reports offer a list 
of a state’s most significant natural heritage resources; and the SDCP is a long range plan that uses science-based 
principles to protect Pima County’s natural, cultural and historic resources. 
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vegetation, for example, may be the most important resource the organization wishes to carry 

forward, and would score proposed acquisitions that include riparian habitat accordingly. For 

example, in an 2001 conservation easements presentation, Arizona Open Land Trust (AOLT) 

Executive Director Diana Freshwater said the following protection criteria are “very common” to 

Southwestern U.S. land trust practices she has studied:  

(1) Protect lands with water – especially surface water.  

(2) Protect areas of other “recognized ecological value.”  

(3) Protect cultural and historic resources.  

(4) Consider potential for development on all adjacent parcels (Pima County   

      Conservation Easement Workshop 2001).  

Montana’s Bitter Root Land Trust builds off the foundation Freshwater suggested, 

however it provides a more specific model. Accepted projects must meet all of the following 

criteria:  

(1) Located within the county or adjacent county (service area). 

(2) Protection of the property must conform with the county’s general plan and zoning  

      regulations.  

(3) Property is in a relatively undisturbed natural, scenic, or historic condition.  

(4) Property is of “sufficient size” that conserved resources will likely remain intact even  

      if adjacent properties are developed.  

(5) Protection of the property aids sound land use planning and encourages careful 

stewardship (Amundsen 2007). Additionally, the property must meet one or more of the IRS 

criteria (i.e. public benefits) identified for charitable land donations. The Bitter Root Land 
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Trust’s third and final project selection measure states that a project “may meet the proposed 

selection criteria, but may not be selected if one or more of the following considerations apply: 

(1) Landowner insists on provisions in the easement the land trust believes would   

      severely diminish the property’s conservation values;  

(2) The proposed open space is part of a development proposal that overall, will likely  

      have adverse impacts on the conserved resources;  

(3) The easement would be “unusually difficult” to manage and enforce; and  

(4) The project will hurt the land trust’s image.      

Similar to the last set of Bitter Root Land Trust criteria, Freshwater recommended 

creating a list of why a trust will not accept an easement or conservation project (Pima County 

Conservation Easement Workshop 2001). The “non-acceptance” reasoning provides an 

additional exercise in due diligence – something strategic conservation planning highly 

encourages.                                

Sometimes, a pristine or extremely valuable land parcel does not meet one or more of the 

organization’s criteria, but fulfills its mission in other critical ways. Quality of land represents 

Brewer’s (2003) top project selection criterion, although the “quality of the deal” and “assurance 

of adequate stewardship” also rank high on his criteria list. Some deals are simply too good for 

the land trust to pass on, he states, and a land trust should be willing to “qualitatively broach” a 

strict planned approach when faced with a particularly strong project that lies just outside its 

structured approach. For example, a board member may consult with a neighbor who discovers a 

unique concentration of petroglyphs on her property and wishes to protect the historic quality of 

the site. The neighbor’s site may not satisfy all of the land trust’s criteria, but might represent a 

property that fulfills the land trust’s mission and the trust may decide it can allocate resources 
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toward protecting it. Whereas a planning scheme that accepts too many projects can spread a 

land trust’s resources too thin, an organization should not select criteria so inclusive that it limits 

its ability to protect the most important lands within its service area. An organization should 

strive to develop its capacity to protect the most important lands (Amundsen 2007). The 

intertwined methods of selecting project criteria and focus areas indicate that conservation 

acquisitions should be based on science, but land trusts must seize opportunities when it can.  

 

Selecting Focus Areas 

The selection of focus areas is one of the best practices in the land trust field (Amundsen 

2007) because it spurs proactive, opportunistic decision making at the ecosystem level (Brewer 

2003). The identification of focus areas is so critical to the planning process – due in large part to 

its attention to biodiversity preservation – some conservationists like Brewer (2003) select focus 

areas before developing project selection criteria. Indeed, other leading conservation biologists, 

including Noss et. al. (1997) agree that the alteration of natural habitats is the primary factor 

threatening species and ecosystems, and the conservation of natural habitats “offers the best hope 

for slowing, halting and reversing losses.” Taking this approach, and the fact that threatened and 

endangered species on private land are in “worse peril” than federal land, a sequential approach 

to private land conservation is often favored (Noss et. al. 1997). Finding and linking 

conservation “hotspots” as Goves (2003) explains can also considerably reduce organizational 

costs. Land trusts should not invest energy and money in places not crucial to the organization’s 

mission, he suggests, because it is bad for business and bad for conservation. Rather, 

constructing “conservation portfolios” are favored because they ensure organizational resources 
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are invested in places where they will reap the most benefit for conserving biodiversity and 

fulfilling the land trust’s mission.  

Developing the conservation portfolio can take several years to complete, so project 

selection criteria and evaluation procedures should identify sites that must be protected 

immediately in order to prevent losses of biodiversity (Noss et. al. 1997). Previously published 

papers on focus area selection have recommended that areas of high biodiversity value, whether 

currently threatened or not, should be the highest priority for conservation action (Goves 2003). 

Many of the remaining high quality conservation areas might not be under imminent threat 

today, but they almost certainly will be in the future, Goves contends. In most cases, these key 

properties lie within focus areas. Amundsen (2007) refers to such properties as “anchors” 

because they link valuable features like riparian corridors to other anchor areas.  

Conserving anchors and the associated secondary focus areas underscores several well-

regarded conservation planning theories. One strategy is that accumulating blocks of habitat 

close together is better than acquiring blocks far apart (Noss et. al. 1997). Interconnected parcels 

promote connectivity and do not fragment habitat, which is one of the prime threats to salvaging 

biodiversity. Furthermore, biodiversity is not distributed randomly or uniformly, so amassing 

several focal points and buffering them with interconnected habitat blocks is crucial when 

establishing focus areas (Noss et. al. 1997). Goves (2003) and Brewer (2003) support Noss’ 

conservation principles, with the exception that Goves gives more weight to a land trust’s ability 

to protect valuable lands that do not necessarily include large parcels. In the selection and design 

of conservation focus areas, Goves says the most effective conservation plans will continue to 

identify, establish and maintain a variety of spatial scales that can collectively support a full 

array of species. Brewer’s methodology is more in line with Noss, however, in that the 
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conservation rule regarding size is simple – bigger is better. Small parcels (especially those that 

are fragmented), preserve smaller populations, which can often leave locally threatened and 

endangered species more prone to extinction. A big property, even one with less value, can be 

improved, so land trusts don’t need to target small, “pristine” lands just because they are pristine 

(Brewer 2003). However, the most defensible small parcels for acquisition are those that support 

species with smaller ranges, which can be preserved on smaller scales. Building connectivity and 

adding land to established preserves or protected areas represents a primary focus area factor to 

consider, because any preserved land that tempers the abrupt boundary between a protected area 

and asphalt is beneficial (Brewer 2003).  

 In practice, creating well-balanced focus areas is a difficult task. Current conservation 

practices in most parts of the country are inadequate because organizations have a tendency to 

designate conservation areas that are politically expedient and financially easy to acquire or 

steward (Goves 2003). These areas often compete the least with socially and politically powerful 

user groups. Furthermore, various government agencies and non-governmental organizations 

have conflicting agendas and mandates, which can make the coordination of focus areas a 

political rather than strictly ecological task (Goves 2003). Indeed, strategic conservation 

planning involves studying conservation and land use threats beyond the ecological spectrum. 

Gustanski et. al. (1999) argues that coercing landowners to follow a regulatory or eco-centric 

paradigm will not meet the organization’s conservation goals. Conservation is more related to 

socioeconomics and psychology than ecology, planning theory and law (Gustanski et. al. 1999). 

That is not to say science based planning does not have merit, but conservation science has 

advanced more quickly than policy in recent years (Noss et. al. 1999). Without defensible goals 
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and carefully selected focus areas, an organization’s conservation programs built upon the plan 

will not likely succeed.           

 An organization’s process of selecting focus areas is tied to its selection criteria and 

typically starts by using biological data and qualitative knowledge of the service area to identify 

several potential targets on a map. Overlaying additional layers of resource or biological data on 

the maps graphically shows the concentration level of targets most important to the organization, 

and thus refines the targets to specific areas. This process can be completed manually or 

technically through the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (Amundsen 2007). 

Whether the land trust uses GIS or traditional maps, the first task in selecting focus areas is to 

create a base map, which provides common land use and/or topographical information that 

orients the viewer to the service area.  

The next task is to create a map that shows current protected lands within the service 

area. Amundsen (2007) recommends convening a drafting process with an optimally sized group 

of 12 to 20 participants, including one facilitator and one note-taker. Teams are divided in groups 

of four to five and are each given a base map and trace paper. Each group should comprise 

diverse interests and organizational specialties. Then, given broad organizational goals for 

framework, each member draws a limited number of focus areas on the base map. Each team 

picks three to four focus areas to present and defend to the whole participant group. Using a fresh 

base map, the facilitator consolidates each group’s focus area selections and looks for patterns 

and connections that relate to the organization’s mission statement. The final product includes 

the base map plus a written record of why each focus area was selected. Using GIS layers 

produces similar results.  
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Conservation Planning Theory: Making Choices Based on Selection Criteria and Focus Areas 

 Regardless of how an organization selects its project selection criteria and focus areas, 

conservation practitioners have written several additional “rules” for choosing areas. The Nature 

Conservancy’s Four-R Framework, mentioned earlier in the report, explained the strongest 

qualities every conservation portfolio should include (Goves 2003). In addition, TNC’s “Seven 

Steps” to effective planning recommends other key criteria such as selecting conservation targets 

that focus on unique and distinct features of a planning region. Examples could include sites that 

display a high degree of plant diversity, outstanding ungulate (hoofed animal) migration process 

or concentration of threatened and endangered species. Selection of focus areas should place an 

emphasis on the landscape scale, which mandates choosing areas that capture more targets, are 

typically large scale and best maintain ecological functions and processes. However, where 

occurrences of conservation targets are determined to lack sufficient viability or integrity, 

planning teams should consider the feasibility of restoring sites instead (Goves 2003).  

 Indeed, considering the functional ecosystem is critical when selecting focus areas.  

According to Noss et. al. (1997), conservation planners should never take a one-resource-at-a-

time approach when choosing potential projects – at least in terms of protecting biodiversity.  

Rather, coordinating an approach that acknowledges the Endangered Species Act (ESA) listing 

process, designation of critical habitat, implementation of critical habitat and recovery plans are 

all important elements to consider. Unfortunately, implementation and recovery plans are rarely 

coordinated with conservation efforts on private land. This severely hampers goals to protect 

functional ecosystems at the landscape level. Furthermore, the United States Fish and Wildlife 

Service is unaware of the status of more than half of all species found on private land. Noss 

estimates the private land species decline to species improvement ratio is 9:1. Federal lands have 
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a ratio of 1:5. Because recovery and implementation plans have no legal standing on private 

lands, private landowners tend to put their own interests before those of threatened and 

endangered species (Noss et. al. 1997).   

To counter these trends, Noss recommends that organizations select explicit rather than 

vague goals and ambitious versus weak goals. Starting with a compromise might mean ending up 

with too little land to assure viability. Having too little violates the precautionary principle, 

which says that (conservation) plans should act in anticipation of harm in order to prevent it 

(Noss et. al. 1997).  Therefore, as Goves (2003) indicates above, conservation plans should 

represent all types of ecosystems across a natural range of variation; maintain and restore viable 

populations of all native species in natural patterns of distribution; and sustain ecological and 

evolutionary processes within a historic range of variability (Noss et. al. 1997). Plans should be 

adaptable and resilient to the changing environment and encourage human uses of the landscape 

that are compatible with biological goals, and discourage those that are not. Noss contends these 

goals are nearly impossible to attain, but give planners regional goals to aim for. Although the 

“perfect plan” never gets completed, Goves (2003) recommends managing planning projects to 

closure. This “striving” versus “perfectionist” approach ensures the organization will carry 

forward its mission even if it falls short on some of its objectives. 

 

3.2 Conservation Options For Private Landowners 

 Although several types of conservation initiatives may fulfill an organization’s mission, 

the “trust” in land trust is perpetuated through acquiring donated conservation easements and fee 

acquisitions. Land trusts utilize conservation easements more often than any tool and that 

percentage is increasing nationwide. In a five-year span, the percentage of acres under 
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conservation easements increased by 148 percent from 2.5 million acres in the year 2000 to 6.2 

million acres in 2005 (LTA Census 2005). Acres owned in fee simple by land trusts also 

increased during the time period, although not as dramatically4. Of the 6.2 million acres under 

easement nationally (which represents only 0.27 percent of the contiguous 48 states’ total land 

area and only 0.45 percent of the contiguous 48 states’ private land land area5), the Western U.S. 

land trusts hold 2.4 million acres (LTA Census 2005). This figure pales in comparison to the 

respectively large federal landholdings in these states. However, it shows easement’s popularity 

compared to other conservation protection methods, namely fee simple acquisitions. For 

example, Colorado and Montana, the West’s top two easement donors, have a combined 1.6 

million acres under easement versus only 13,615 acres held in fee6. Due to IRS approved tax 

incentives and the negotiable nature of conservation easements, the trend toward easement 

donations will continue to grow. 

 One of the primary reasons conservation easements have become a popular option with 

landowners is that they keep property in private hands and on tax rolls (Byers and Ponte 2005). 

Additionally, up-front costs for organizations are significantly less for easements than purchases 

made in fee. Easements also allow conservation organizations to protect land without having to 

own it and take on direct land management responsibilities. In Western states like Montana, who 

receives a majority of its easement donations from ranchers and farmers, the ability to provide 

income and estate tax relief, combined with an appreciation for ranching and farming lifestyles, 

                                                 
4 Acres owned in fee by national land trusts increased from 1.2 million acres in 2000 to 1.7 million acres in 2005, 
which represents an average annual growth rate of 41.7 percent over five years (LTA Census 2005). 
5 The contiguous 48 states include a total land area of 2.3 billion acres, of which private land totals nearly 1.4 billion 
acres, or 60 percent (U.S. Census Bureau).  
6 In addition to “acres under easement” and “acres owned” categories, the “acres conserved by other means” 
category of the LTA census represents a significant grouping of acres. California, for example, holds over one- 
million acres in this category.    
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has created an extremely beneficial partnership for donors and land trusts (Rusmore et. al. 1982). 

In general, landowners who donate easements particularly appreciate that their land is protected.  

 Just because an easement has a lower initial price tag is not necessarily a good reason for 

favoring easements over fee acquisitions, however. Sometimes a parcel of land is so valuable to 

the land trust’s mission it may wish to buy it and have complete control over its management and 

use. According to Byers and Ponte (2005), fee acquisition may be a better option than 

conservation easements if the property contains highly sensitive resources that need careful 

management or restoration. Land trusts may also choose to buy land outright if public access is 

highly desirable over a large portion of land. One of the most common myths regarding 

conservation easements, for example, is that landowners have to let the public use the property to 

qualify as an IRS “public benefit.” For conservation easements, federal tax rules do not require 

public access (Pima County 2002). Conversely, if a landowner does not grant public access in 

the easement contract, a land trust might choose to buy the land if it has high recreational or 

scenic values (Byers and Ponte 2005). Land trusts may choose fee acquisition if a cluster of 

properties are (or can be) owned in fee and the land trust has the capacity to manage them at the 

landscape level (see issue in “Financing Conservation Stewardship” section, p. 37). 

 

Other Conservation Options 

 Although conservation easements and fee acquisition represent the primary tools a land 

trust uses to build focus areas, other tools can help the organization achieve its mission as well. 

Other mission-based examples include working with landowners to draft deed restrictions; 

partner with local planners to create municipal open space plans; and help landowners find 

knowledgeable professionals to provide legal and financial advice on estate planning and 
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conservation incentives. To complement these activities, land trusts often provide workshops to 

local lawyers, accountants, appraisers, assessors and other real estate professionals (Amundsen 

2007).   

 Land trusts also work with private landowners on other conservation options. Rincon 

Institute’s Conservation Options for Landowners (1998) details several of the most common 

options, summarized in this chapter of the report. Conservation options that allow landowners to 

both generate revenue and protect land include purchase of development rights, limited 

development and sales to “conservation buyers” who purchase the land at bargain rates because 

of development restrictions attached to the title7. Purchase of development rights is the market 

rate sale of a conservation easement8 and can benefit landowners who face escalating property 

taxes by lowering the assessed value of the property. Limited development, on the other hand, 

involves developing one or fewer selected lots with little or no conservation value to retain the 

property’s most pristine areas. The limited development option is an effective approach for 

landowners that cannot afford to donate land. In Arizona, for example, the owner of a 100-acre 

property in an area zoned for 3-acre residential lots could split the parcel into five 20-acre lots 

and apply conservation easements to four of those lots. If the donated easements are donated to a 

legal outside party (typically a land trust) as a charitable gift and meet IRS criteria for tax 

benefits, the landowner would reduce his or her tax liability for those lots (LTA fact sheet). 

Using this example in accordance with Arizona revised statutes (32-2181), as long as local 

zoning regulations are met, parcels divided into five or fewer lots are exempt from state and 

county review. In some areas where land values are high, permitting limited development on a 

                                                 
7 Land trusts can also act as conservation buyers and acquire fee simple title to these bargain-priced properties. 
8 The value of the purchase (easement) typically varies from 30 to 80 percent of the property’s fair market value 
(Rincon Institute 1998). 
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designated lot within the estate may be the only way for landowners to raise enough money to 

protect the majority of an environmentally significant property.   

Other options summarized in Conservation Options for Landowners include: landowner 

leases to the conservation organization, which generates income for the landowner, but allows a 

new tenant to use the land in ways that preserve open space or habitat. For landowners concerned 

about how an adjacent parcel of land might be used can enter into a purchase option agreement 

with a current neighbor, which gives the landowner the option to buy his or her neighbor’s 

property if it appears the property would be sold to someone who would damage it. Along a 

similar line, land trusts can negotiate with landowners to encourage “bargain sales,” which 

involves selling land well below fair market value. This combination of a land sale and land 

donation allows sellers to receive sale proceeds on the land and tax reductions that result from 

the charitable difference between the bargain price and fair market price.  

In some cases, the combined capital gains and income tax savings of a bargain sale yield 

nearly the same after-tax financial return as a sale at fair market value (Rincon Institute 1998). 

For landowners, the key to exercising conservation options involves initiating estate planning. “I 

guarantee there are landowners who don’t like to be told what to do with their real estate,” says 

Steve Small. “My message to them is very simple: if you don’t do the planning for your real 

estate, Uncle Sam may tell your heirs what to do and they’re not going to like that message” 

(Pima County 2002). Similarly, a common theme throughout this literature indicates that 

although land trusts are not tasked to regulate land uses, they should be keenly aware of how 

different conservation options may benefit their mission and suit landowners in their service 

area. 
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3.3 Private Landowner Outreach Strategies 

 After identifying the land trust’s mission statement, service area, goals, project selection 

criteria and focus areas, the next step involves contacting private landowners and building 

relationships. Ideally, the land trust’s board, staff and key members will already have established 

connections with key landowners, but successful private landowner outreach demands sustained 

communication between the organization and landowner. Capturing the interest of key 

landowners is critical, and according to Byers and Ponte (2005), the most effective marketing 

technique is the most personal: talk to landowners and members of the community. Listening to 

landowners is also crucial, says Shelli Bischoff, a private consultant who specializes in land trust 

marketing. “That’s the first step. You must understand what you mean to the landowner, not 

what they mean to you” (i.e. take the “customer’s” point of view) (Conservation Impact 2007). 

Her approach to outreach involves listening, asking questions and engaging landowners – 

especially targeting the most active people in the community9. Indeed, the most important 

“ingredient” of implementing conservation principles is ensuring that individuals who have a 

major stake in the outcome understand, are engaged and supportive of both the process and the 

results (Goves 2003).   

Landowners are typically approached through personal introductions, letters and phone 

calls, and organizations are particularly effective when they can assemble a group of landowners 

to introduce them to the land trust and its protection priorities (Byers and Ponte 2005). Having 

the “right” introduction is important, and although practitioners and conservation planning 

theorists disagree whether cold calling is an effective initial outreach method, Clark (2007) says 

he does not prefer that approach. Rather, the best route to making initial contacts involves 

                                                 
9 Although Bischoff’s comments may resemble Marketing 101 for the experienced business professional, her Land 
Trust Alliance Rally 2007 panel titled “Marketing Plans for Mission” drew an overflowing crowd of land trust 
professionals who were well engaged and highly inquisitive of her presentation.   
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finding someone with good landowner relations within the organization and asking that person to 

make the first contact. When connections are thin, Clark (2007) recommends engaging a realtor 

with local connections to make the appropriate introductions. Although landowner relationships 

take time to build and perhaps years to produce easement donations, making effective contact is 

so important that choosing the best messenger can be more important than the message itself 

(Soto et. al. 2006). Eventually, however, the land trust must build a one-on-one relationship with 

landowners it wishes to work conservation deals with, visit the property and “have coffee in their 

kitchen” (Clark 2007). 

Prior to visiting a landowners’ property, the land trust needs to perform due diligence by 

obtaining specific property information. For example, the trust must contact the legal owner of 

the land; know as much as possible about the property’s history and current value; the most 

recent sales price; and any pending development on adjacent properties (Byers and Ponte 2005). 

Additionally, the land trust should prepare focus area fact sheets prior to meeting the landowner 

(Amundsen 2007). Fact sheets are primarily used as a tool to help organize the land trust’s 

meeting with a landowner and can include information regarding how the focus area was created, 

who was involved, and assumptions made in delineating the area. The fact sheet should also 

include a description of the focus area boundaries, resources present, and how the focus area will 

be used to evaluate potential future projects. Through the land trust’s due diligence and attention 

to detail, it can more effectively share its conservation vision with potential donors. In addition 

to creating fact sheets, Byers and Ponte (2005) recommend leaving separate written materials 

about the organization’s specific easement or acquisition program. The literature should include 

specific examples of how easements have successfully benefited landowners and the community 

at large.  
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When visiting the property for the first time, the land trust should focus on how the 

landowner feels about his or her land. It is often best to start small and get a sense of how 

strongly the landowner cares about special resources and features of the property (Soto et. al. 

2006). In addition, both the land trust and landowner must discuss what restrictions to consider 

and concerns the landowner may have about granting an easement. It is better to ask the hard 

questions first – like future housing additions the landowner may wish to include. Being upfront 

about the organization’s mission and intentions during the planning phase can avoid potential 

pitfalls and misunderstandings during the interpretation and implementation phases (Bristow 

1999). From the beginning of the landowner relationship, the land trust should also be candid 

about acquisition policies. For example, the land trust may require an endowment from the 

landowner or another type of long-term stewardship financing mechanism (Byers and Ponte 

2005). If possible, the land trust should also supply the potential donor with contact information 

of a satisfied donor should the potential donor have specific questions about the process from an 

experienced landowner’s perspective. No one can make the case for easements better than a 

satisfied landowner who has granted one (Byers and Ponte 2005).      

Similarly, the example of using donors to recruit donors highlights an important facet of 

landowner outreach: outreach is a strategy, not a goal. Successful outreach is demonstrated 

through words and actions and involves strong communication between the organization and its 

partners. There is no “end goal,” only strategies (Soto et. al. 2006). After getting to know a 

keystone landowner, a helpful strategy, for example, involves asking that person to make a goals 

and objectives list with other landowners in the area. From the list, the land trust can work with 

several landowners to promote the area’s conservation vision. Bischoff recommends maintaining 

focus on how the landowner relates to conservation versus how that person feels about the 
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organization (Conservation Impact 2007). Soto et. al. (2006) reinforces the strategy. She says the 

land trust should not approach the individual with the attitude “here’s what you need to do to 

help us,” but rather, “I’d like to hear what is important to you.” Furthermore, Clark (2007) 

recommends exercising patience and persistence. Patience involves waiting for the right moment 

to engage a landowner, but entails knowing when “not to push,” something he says is greatly 

appreciated by clients. The land trust must also persevere and check in on projects that “seem to 

go nowhere.” 

 

Incentives for Private Landowner Conservation 

 One of the land trust’s primary strengths is its ability to engage willing conservation 

donors or sellers and make deals on a voluntary basis. The process continues to gain momentum 

because donors and sellers, in turn, have several strong motivations and incentives to work with 

land trusts. Steve Small, one of the nation’s leading legal experts on land use planning and 

conservation acquisitions, described the most common reasons landowners donate conservation 

easements during a Pima County tax and estate planning workshop held in 200110. Among an 

easement’s strong accolades (discussed more thoroughly in chapter three of the literature 

review), conservation easements have more tax benefits than any other kind of charitable gift and 

represent a commitment to a way of life (Pima County 2002).  

The first type of prospective donor – the most common type according to Small – loves 

the land absolutely and tax benefits are not a primary issue. The second type of landowner is, 

however, strongly motivated by the income tax deduction and the third type of donor is drawn to 

donate by their love of the land and estate tax issues. The latter landowner types may love the 

                                                 
10 The literature review will discuss the differences among conservation options for landowners in chapter 3. 
Because conservation easements are one of the land trust’s primary tools and whose benefits can represent a major 
incentive to prospective donors, they are discussed as a leading option in this section.  
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land, but seek a tax benefit to shelter income (Pima County 2002). According to published 

reports, buyers are also attracted to park-like views and open spaces, which can command 

premiums in home sale price and resale value (Arendt 1999). These groups encompass a greater 

number of people than ever before primarily due to rising land values. As land values increase, 

income tax deduction for conservation easements will also increase (Pima County 2002).  

 From a landowner’s perspective, there are two main financial benefits for donating a 

conservation easement. The first type is the income tax deduction. In August 2006, President 

Bush signed into law a major expansion of the federal conservation tax incentive for easement 

donations (Senate Bill 469), which raised the deduction a landowner can take for donating an 

easement from 30 percent of their income in any year to 50 percent. Additionally, the law 

allowed qualifying farmers and ranchers to deduct up to 100 percent of their income and 

extended the carry-forward period for a donor to take tax deductions for a voluntary agreement 

from five to 15 years (LTA.org 2007). Putting a conservation easement on a property almost 

always lowers the property’s value. Due to the lower value and concurrent public benefit 

provided by the easement, the IRS can leverage the income tax deduction.  

 The second benefit may include property tax relief (Pima County 2002). However, most 

local jurisdictions, including Pima County, do not participate in such a program and Pima 

County will not likely consider conservation easements for property tax deductions in the near 

future. That determination is made by the county tax assessor, but is backed by the authority of  

The Arizona Departmet of Revenue’s Locally Assessed Properties Unit, which oversees and 

ensures the application of uniform appraisal methods and techniques used by the county 

assessors to determine the value of property (Arizona Department of Revenue 2001). Regardless 

of property tax status, Small’s findings as well as those of other conservation planning 
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practitioners indicate that preserving conservation values, keeping the land in family ownership 

and acquiring tax deductions represent the primary motivations for granting easements.  

Some planning experts refer to conservation donations as the “sale of development 

rights” and offer several other reasons landowners relinquish the opportunity to develop their 

properties. According to a study conducted in two San Francisco Bay area counties to determine 

donor satisfaction with conservation easements, respondents’ primary motivations to sell their 

rights involved preserving the land for farming or open space; providing cash for savings and 

retirement; and serving family needs such as estate settlements. Most landowners cited a 

combination of at least two of these motivations (Rilla 2002). Interestingly, while getting cash 

for the sale of development rights was a big incentive, in many cases it was valued mainly as a 

vehicle for accomplishing one or another of the objectives. Other incentives cited in the study 

included “personal attachment” and the legacy of passing on undeveloped land. Surprisingly, the 

permanence of a deed restriction (a term of the easement) did not discourage landowners from 

selling easements and only five of the 46 respondents expressed discomfort with the perpetual 

nature of the easement (Rilla 2002).  

Furthermore, a sale of development rights or conservation easement’s primary strengths 

is its flexibility. Although easements must be somewhat restrictive to meet tax code rules as long 

as the conservation purposes that prompted the donation are protected, the easement agreement 

affords some room for creativity (Pima County 2002). For example, a landowner could say he or 

she wants to reserve three house lots for future development. As long as the land trust agrees 

upon the size and location of the lots, the easement agreement can often be tailored to meet the 

land use needs of the landowner – and still meet IRS codes to receive an income tax deduction 

(see chapter three of literature review for examples). However, a developer, for example, would 
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not receive tax benefits if he or she bargained with the land trust, asking for an easement on the 

undeveloped land of a 50-home subdivision. That action would not legally constitute a 

“charitable contribution.” Nor would putting houses on 60 percent of a property and dedicating 

the remainder to golf course development count as a charitable contribution, because that would 

be considered an exaction (Pima County 2002). Developers cannot generally obtain a meaningful 

tax deduction for donating an easement.  

As a general rule, donating a conservation easement is “not going to hurt,” Small tells 

groups at estate and tax planning workshops. “It won’t put you in a worse situation than you 

would have been if you hadn’t done it.” In fact, in every easement donation scenario he has 

witnessed, the gift puts the landowner in a better after tax position than if the landowner had not 

granted it (Pima County 2002). To support his stance, Small (2002) wrote about a study he first 

performed in 1988, then replicated in 1992 and 1998. In scenario number one, the landowners 

decide to sell to the highest bidder to make the most money on the property, but must also pay 

the capital gains tax. In scenario number two, the landowners put a conservation easement on the 

property and reserve four lots to sell after their deaths, and thus get a tax deduction. In this 

situation, the heirs were left with almost the same dollar amount. Small ran the same numbers in 

1992 and found that if the heirs executed the tax planning correctly (even with tax rate change 

between 1988 and 1992), the heirs were in almost the same dollar for dollar situation. Upon 

completion of the 1998 test, Small discovered that with the added benefits of a new tax law 

(section 2031c), heirs that completed the tax planning and added the easement actually had more 

after-tax dollars than the couple that sold the property, paid the capital gains tax and gave the 

remainder to their heirs. 
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Conservation groups say tax deductions are most responsible for the sharp increase in the 

number of landowners donating easements (Silverman 2007). The federal charitable tax 

incentive serves as a model of successful public-private partnerships, prompting private initiative 

at a fraction of what it would cost the government to buy the land (Byers and Ponte 2005). 

Redefined federal tax laws appear to benefit easement donating farmers and ranchers the most11 

because they can deduct up to 100 percent of their income and essentially not have to pay federal 

taxes for 16 years under the new law. Colorado rancher Jay Fletcher, for example, placed 1,350 

acres of his 2,000-acre Steamboat Springs property on easement ($1.1 million value) for tax 

purposes prior to the new tax law (Silverman 2007). He originally deducted a small portion of 

his income and was able to take only $60,000 of that donation in deductions over six years and 

essentially left the entire donation on the table. However, after the new tax law, he donated a 

270-acre parcel of the ranch ($1.2 million value) and estimated he could recoup roughly half of 

the value due to higher deductions12. Skeptical for years, some landowners now say donating an 

easement makes economic sense, according to president Laurie Wayburn of the San Francisco-

based Pacific Forest Trust (Silverman 2007). Some, like Byers and Ponte (2005), go as far to say 

tax incentives for donated easements have become fundamental to successful land conservation 

in America.  

 

Financing Conservation Stewardship 

 Land trusts experience differing levels of success in regards to fulfilling mission 

statements, but the most strategic trusts develop stewardship funds and other financial back up 

                                                 
11 The tax benefit applies to farmers and ranchers who earn at least half of their income from the land. 
12 Fletcher also receives state tax benefits for his easement donations. Colorado and Virginia are the only states that 
currently offer such incentives. Consequently, they join Maine, New York, California and Montana as states with 
the highest number of private acres conserved (Byers and Ponte 2005).  
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plans to protect their long term investments. One such mechanism is a site-specific endowment, 

which generates annual income to provide for some or all of the management actions needed to 

care for the significant resources of a particular property over a long period of time. Many land 

trusts require donors to provide some sort of endowment to cover increasing stewardship costs 

(Byers and Ponte 2005). Other land trusts acknowledge they should ask for an endowment early 

in negotiation discussions with the donor, however many do not make the request (Pima County 

2002). According to the 2005 LTA Census Report, 54 percent of all land trusts reported having 

an endowment of some type, up from 43 percent of all trusts in the 2003 census. Asking for 

additional funding on top of a donation can be a tricky task, but Byers and Ponte (2005) 

recommend candidly and honestly approaching the topic as a required matter of the land trust’s 

acquisition policies. As difficult as the request may be, Clark (2007) says prospective easement 

donors and conservation investors appreciate being closer to the organization’s activities, which 

leads to greater interest, involvement and financial participation.  

In addition to endowments, Clark (2007) recommends that land trusts create a 

stewardship fund and protection fund. Organizations should plan for each fund annually. Clark 

says the sustained effort can result in cash flows of sufficient value to pay for ongoing 

stewardship for all easements. Funds are typically generated from unrestricted individual 

charitable gifts, which provide another reason for land trusts to bolster its private landowner 

networking and overall outreach efforts. Private funding has surged in recent years, according to 

the 2005 LTA Census Report. Land trust operating budgets have climbed from $192 million in 

2000 to $423 million in 2005 – due in large part to philanthropic gifts and grants.  
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Marketing Land Trusts and Building Conservation Partnerships 

 While creating a marketing plan isn’t a specific component of the strategic conservation 

plan, marketing fundamentals are ingrained in the outreach (“pursuing landowners”) part of the 

process. Because reaching “key” stakeholders and landowners within the land trust’s service area 

is crucial to accomplishing conservation objectives, being a “constituent-centered” organization 

helps form loyal, engaged, long-term relationships vital to the achieving the trust’s overall 

mission (Conservation Impact 2007). While an organization’s promotional materials and website 

content can be powerful marketing tools, the most important marketing decisions take place 

before the land trust designs and produces such items. Organizations must reach people, not just 

make beautiful brochures. They must also ensure staff, board and volunteers have a “crystal 

clear” understanding of the organization’s identity (Murray and Bischoff 1999). Then, like 

selecting focus areas, the trust must identify its target market – those who can most help the land 

trust meet its objectives and see the organization achieve its goals. Similar to the focus area 

selection process, selecting target markets helps the land trust maximize limited resources. For 

example, a Rocky Mountain land trust intended to mail a brochure to solicit membership to most 

of its service area’s 21,000 residents. However, after holding a target marketing session, the 

group narrowed its focus and identified key people it thought would support it through monetary 

donations and easements. For the trust, two-dozen individuals became the target market the trust 

could approach and personally introduce to the organization to solicit support (Murray and 

Bischoff 1999). Although the trust focuses the bulk of its energy on the target group, it must still 

be careful not to exclude an important secondary group of prospective patrons, particularly in 

smaller markets or rural settings (Murray and Bischoff 1999). 
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Every market is different, but listening to the audience must occur before the land trust 

can sell its program, which may eventually recruit donors. Organizations should learn what 

influences the audience; what its values are and how the audience spends its time – factors that 

are often overlooked (Murray and Bischoff 1999). Based on discussions with the target audience, 

the land trust’s message must cut through the “clutter” (a typical American adult, for example, 

receives an average of 3,000 competing messages per day among media sources, work activities 

and advertisements) and present a clear, sharp message to its patrons (Murray and Bischoff 

1999). The message must also tie back to the organization’s mission statement. For example, a 

Washington land trust advertised the slogan “Protect Skagit Farmland, Pavement is Forever” to 

reach a target audience that consisted of those who care about preserving the county’s rural 

values. Murray and Bischoff (1999) recommend hosting informal gatherings of target audience 

members, but if people don’t have time to come to a meeting, other methods like sending 

personally signed letters of updates to key people within the target area can be effective. Again, 

the idea is not to convert the general public, but seek those who really care about the cause and 

success of the land trust and connect with them. 

Similarly, land trusts can build effective partnerships with key stakeholders, financial 

supporters and other organizations when each party partners around a “big vision.” Finding the 

right dynamic among potential partners begins with the identification of strategic contributions 

of each participant. For example, financial constraints often bring groups together initially, but 

partners can benefit from the diverse skills of each group to carry out complex land protection 

projects. Furthermore, early success strengthens the partnership and can be more effectively 

achieved when organizations demonstrate tangible results by completing small, “doable” 

sections at a time (Clark 2007).  
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Beyond designing marketing efforts, which encourage financial contributions and 

easement donations, developing partnerships can also garner financial support.  Organizations 

enjoy multiple benefits of working with partners, which have become an enduring part of the 

conservation business. Major partnership types include: purchase and technical assistance 

partnerships, and agency funded acquisitions (Byers and Ponte 2005). In a purchase partnership, 

the trust acquires the conservation easement for subsequent conveyance to the government. This 

type of transfer creates legal and managerial risks, but can be effective due to the land trust’s 

ability to react quickly in the real estate market. The technical assistance partnership, on the 

other hand, involves no conservation acquisitions. In this role, the trust primarily helps sellers 

understand the implications of selling their development rights and functions as a neutral but 

knowledgeable third party. Typically, the governmental agency chooses not to manage 

easements and helps local land trusts purchase easements. Land trusts are almost always better 

equipped to manage a portfolio of smaller easements than the agencies.  

 

3.4 Land Trust Barriers 

 Like any planning process, conservation planning barriers are typically dynamic and case 

specific. The literature points out several problematic categories, however, that often permeate 

the process, including: financial concerns; delays in easement donation procedures; placing 

ecology above landowner needs and scientific uncertainty.  

 

Barrier #1: Land trusts have difficulty finding independent funding sources 

As mentioned in the incentives section of this report, land trusts cannot afford to cover all 

costs associated with an easement donation, which places additional financial burdens on the 
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landowner. Land must be appraised and/or surveyed, for example, which can cost a few hundred 

dollars. Legal fees added in the easement drafting stage can cost several thousand dollars, 

depending on the complexity of the deal (Silverman 2007). Soliciting landowners for 

endowments only adds to a potentially tenuous situation and can be a “daunting” task according 

to Freshwater (Pima County 2001).  

 

Barrier #2: Land trusts face budget constraints and geographical gaps in private financing   

On a larger scale, financial concerns hinder the land trust movement as conservation 

starts out far behind development in the race to conserve valuable networks of land. The current 

deficit to capitalize a system of conserved lands is already in the billions of dollars (Clark 2007). 

Additionally, as budget deficits restrain federal spending on non-defense programs, federal 

funding for programs to purchase land and conservation easements has been dropping (LTA 

2007). In response, the LTA, TNC and other high profile conservation organizations have 

worked to maintain federal funds or even “reinvent” them through new authorizing legislation 

that taps federal oil and gas revenues (LTA 2007). Clearly, conservation organizations need 

more access to public and private capital. One major barrier, according to Clark (2007), is that 

private funds are not spread evenly throughout the U.S. and some areas of the country. In turn, 

land trusts often accept higher risks to borrow money to finance certain projects. The perceived 

risks make finding lenders difficult and promising deals are often extinguished as a result (Clark 

2007). The quandary has raised demand for a whole new conservation lending industry (Small 

2002), which would be only a fraction of the size of the real estate industry because the private 

sector still lacks qualified specialists in this field. The culprit could simply be market forces that 

have yet to place large-scale conservation lending on an economic plain with real estate funding.  
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For example, prospective developers across the country have little trouble finding financial 

assistance for typical real-estate ventures. But finding assistance for land protection efforts is 

often much more difficult (Pima County 2002).    

 

Barrier #3: Lengthy transaction processes can discourage landowner participation  

Added to financial concerns, another barrier involves the lengthy transaction process. 

Disagreements over price can lead to multiple appraisals, for example, and attorney consultations 

also consume time and money (Rilla 2002). Additionally, the land trust may face delays 

acquiring funds to close a deal. Combined, these factors can create anxiety for both parties. 

Successful land trusts are honest with landowners about procedural tedium and can coax 

landowners through the process. Tax matters regarding the transaction process are more 

challenging, however. As mentioned, land trusts typically refer landowner tax concerns to legal 

specialists, but organizations should be knowledgeable of tax issues – especially regarding 

property tax assessments. According to Small’s theory (2002), for example, placing a 

conservation easement on a property will lower its value, so property taxes “should” also drop. 

However, this is not always the case because local assessors determine the property’s base value 

and they do not have uniform easement valuations. Negotiating with the county assessor over 

assessed values would certainly add to a lengthy transaction process or possibly table a project 

altogether. 

  

Barrier #4: Land trusts can perpetuate negative landowner perceptions of conservation groups 

Another barrier is taking a “conservation first, landowner second” approach. According 

to longtime southeastern Arizona rancher Bob Sharp, land trusts are often so eager to protect a 
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certain property they are willing to compromise the landowner’s needs for the sake of habitat 

protection efforts (Pima County 2001). Several examples of landowner needs are mentioned in 

the “conservation incentives” section of this report, but these needs – like those of a fragile 

ecosystem – should not be understated. Like Noss et. al. (1997), Sharp says communities must 

attempt to link ecological, economic and social systems in conservation decisions13.  

 

Barrier #5: “Mission-oriented” science represents bias 

Noss et. al. (1997) also notes that because conservation biology – and subsequently 

conservation planning – has been characterized as “mission-oriented,” it is potentially more 

biased than other sciences. Perhaps the notion supports the barrier that scientific uncertainty can 

halt conservation projects in the design phase. The use of the most rigorous and least-biased 

scientific data can lend more credibility to a project, however. Scrutiny of conservation plans by 

biologists can also boost credibility. Noss (1997) cautions that even though conservation 

planners do not know “everything” about what they attempt to conserve in a plan, it is 

inadvisable to halt planning in the absence of extensive data. The most defensible interim 

strategy is one that minimizes human development and other human disturbances, which buys 

time needed to gather necessary biological information. 

 

3.5 Land Trust Criticism 

 As important as the land trust mission and conservation planning are for protecting 

resources, the movement has several perceived faults. According to Noss et. al. (1997), nearly all 

criticisms fall into three major categories: (1) fact-based concerns about the planning process; (2) 

                                                 
13 Bob Sharp’s comments are taken from a Pima County report produced on the Conservation Easement Workshop, 
held in Pima County in December, 2001.   
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not applying science; and (3) politics that support “anti-development” philosophies. However, 

several additional criticisms of conservation easements, tax benefit abuse, and general 

enforceability must also be considered. Land trusts provide public and private benefits, but like 

other planning disciplines, conservation planners must also be aware of equity and transfer of 

wealth concerns that result from encouraging certain types of land uses. Clearly, the movement 

has weaknesses and burdens that must be further addressed. 

 Critics tend to focus attacks on land trusts’ use of conservation easements as its primary 

land protection tool. As mentioned, easements are assumed to be good for conservation because 

they abate the risks of land subdivision and development to its highest economic use. But the 

“real story” according to Merenlender et. al. (2004), is that with a conservation easement in 

place, where there is currently one house on a property, two or three additional homes will likely 

be negotiated into the easement agreement.14 Consequently, the easement would protect an 

unknown quantity of open space with largely unknown ecological integrity. Furthermore, the use 

of conservation easements (or purchase of development rights programs) cannot preserve the 

necessary critical mass of land given its inherent costs, according to a prominent conservation 

expert (Merenlender et. al. 2004). Some conservation critics, like the Property Rights Foundation 

of America even go as far as to say private land is “burdened” by conservation easements 

because the land trust has acquired the right to “limit, prevent and oversee” land uses (Mahoney 

2003). However, this stance seems to ignore the fact that landowner benefits are pecuniary in 

that they lower private landowner taxes; allow private landowners to maintain aesthetic features 

like viewsheds; and ensure privacy because homes are surrounded by protected space.    

                                                 
14 I have not found literature that specifically supports Merenlender’s prediction discussed here. However, 
conservation easement supporters – as this literature review indicates – promote an easement’s “flexibility” as one 
of the main incentives to encourage private landowner donations. It would not be inaccurate to assume that certain 
land trust easement selection criteria would not grant such requests by certain landowners if a property included 
integral resources not substantially burdened by the construction of an additional home. 
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 Conservation experts admit there will always be those troubled with the notion that 

conservation easements are merely a fast, cheap and easy way to protect land. Former TNC 

board member Jon Roush said that because easement problems are easy to overlook, they are 

rapidly becoming the most misused and overused tool for land protection in the U.S. (Brewer 

2003). In fact, many land trusts have begun to rely exclusively on easements whose durability 

has yet to be established. Using fee acquisitions could at least add diversity to the land trust’s 

conservation portfolio and may become essential to the cause of private land protection (Brewer 

2003).  

In addition to claims of conservation easement overuse, a 1999 Wall Street Journal 

editorial also called easements one of the “most exclusive tax breaks of all time.” The article 

says wealthy landowners may benefit disproportionately from the land trust approach and the 

“less endowed” are not well served by land trusts (Merenlender 2004). Furthermore, the article 

calls the “conservation easement gizmo” a means to uniquely satisfy not one but two compelling 

needs of “Homo liberalus americanus”: the need to reduce his tax burden and make a show of 

doing something for the environment. Indeed, conservation easements come at some public cost 

in terms of lost of tax revenue. They also have potential exclusionary effects and are perceived 

by some as leading to the transfer of wealth to well-connected, well-off individuals, which has 

become a multi-billion dollar “industry” (Mahoney 2003).  

Ted Turner, the cable television billionaire has provided the most obvious example of the 

industry’s extent. He owns 15 ranches in seven states, covering 1.9 million acres – an area larger 

than Rhode Island (Gunther 2006). His 113,000-acre Montana ranch, for example, which he 

purchased for $21 million in 1989, not only preserves open space, it makes money as well. 

Turner donated the property’s development rights to The Nature Conservancy, but the ranch’s 
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diverse revenue sources include the sale of buffalo meat through his restaurant chain, Ted’s 

Montana Grill, and entrance fees for wealthy hunters to pursue trophy elk on the property. 

Although business partners say he’s nothing more than a “doggone serious rancher,” Turner has 

also received criticism from farmers and ranchers in Nebraska, who claim Turner’s purchase of a 

26,300-acre ranch is “bent” on putting them out of business. In addition, removing land from 

local tax rolls (substantially lowering property tax revenues due to the transfer of development 

rights) could hurt schools and other services already “starved” for cash (Jenkins 2007).15       

Once enabled, conservation easements are also extremely difficult to withdraw. 

Easements cannot be terminated by private negotiation, which prevents the reunification of all 

the property’s interests for a landowner (Mahoney 2003). According to Brewer (2003), no 

conservation easement has been overturned in a final court ruling, although the extinguishment 

of an easement would be the worst possible PR for a land trust and the continued success of 

easement donations. It would be a mistake to conclude courts will always uphold the land trust’s 

interpretation of what a particular easement says in an era of increasing legal scrutiny (Brewer 

2003). In terms of finances, most land trusts simply do not have sufficient legal funds to defend 

themselves in dire cases (Rilla 2002 and Brewer 2003).  

Certainly a land trust must protect itself first in order to protect land, but a third party 

right of enforcement in 22 U.S. states, including Arizona, adds another element of criticism. 

Backed by the Uniform Conservation Easement Act, a model act which states have based their 

enabling laws for the establishment of conservation easement programs, the statute allows a third 

party to enforce the terms of an easement16. A legal problem might exist, for example, if a third 

                                                 
15 Conversely, where the transfer of development rights was transferred to should see an increase in school revenues. 
16 The "third-party" must be a charitable organization or governmental body eligible to be a holder. One organization 
may own the easement, but delegate enforcement to another, if the terms of the easement allow it (Uniform Law 
Commissioners 2002). 
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party listed in the easement document challenges the way the easement holder enforces the terms 

of an easement17. Regardless of whether the landowner and easement holder are satisfied with 

the easement’s enforcement, the third party can potentially bring the landowner or holder to 

court, which has stirred the ire of property rights activists (LaGrasse 2002). Property rights 

supporters say landowners are largely unaware of the potential vagaries of the Uniform 

Conservation Easement Act, but Uniform Law Commissioners (2002) say the act provides a 

simple, limited way to end impediments to the use of easements under the common law18.  

Outside of potential legal technicalities, land trust organizations are challenged to address 

the concept of perpetuity in conservation acquisitions as well. Critics point out that science is in 

its infancy and the ability of land trusts and government landholders to make long-term land use 

decisions is flawed (Mahoney 2003 and LaGrasse 2002). Nature is not stable, they contend, but 

land trust policies are based on the fact that protected places will always remain suitable habitat 

for protected species (Mahoney 2003). Furthermore, the problem of “perpetual inflexibility” 

provides for little or no allowance for circumstantial change in the future (LaGrasse 2002). One 

prominent property rights supporter challenged the basis of large-scale land protection 

altogether, arguing against the notion that once land is developed it can never be preserved. “Of 

course we can reclaim the land,” the source said (Mahoney 2003). 

Both land trust supporters and its opponents tend to agree on the fact that conservation 

plans and practices need to begin including stronger monitoring requirements, however. The lack 

of such implementation represents one of the land trust movement’s primary banes (Noss et. al. 

                                                 
17 Arizona Revised Statutes (33-271) defines “third party right of enforcement” as a right granted in a conservation 
easement to enforce any of its terms granted to a governmental body, charitable corporation or charitable trust, 
which, although eligible to be a holder, is not a holder.   
18 The act permits the acquisition of easements as limited interests in land with the minimum disturbance of other 
interests and uses. It does not force anybody to do anything, but, if it appears advantageous as a matter of gift, sale 
or other conveyance for the landowner to transfer an easement, the Uniform Act assures its validity (Uniform Law 
Commissioners 2002).  
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1997). Although land trusts (or governmental holders) are legally tasked to monitor conservation 

easements on at least an annual basis, the duty is sometimes completed haphazardly. Financial 

and human resource deficits are cited as the most common reasons for poor monitoring (Rilla 

2002), but a complacent approach to the job after a deal has been completed represents a more 

troubling symptom – neglect (Brewer 2003). Perhaps the issue can shed light on the fact that 

some environmentalists have been outspoken in disregard for products of the planning process. 

According to Noss et. al. (1997), many environmentalists are skeptical of the motives behind 

conservation plans and the commitment to long-term participation and monitoring on the part of 

both public and private participants. Monitoring must be addressed to ensure the vitality of 

protected properties in an era of conservation acquisition boom. 

 

3.6 Considerations Included In Effective Conservation Plans   

 Conservation activities are not without criticism and neither are conservation plans, but 

the “perfect” plan never gets implemented. Rather, effective plans are living, working documents 

that should be scrutinized, reviewed, amended and updated as needed. Most importantly, 

conservation plans must strive to fulfill a conservation organization’s mission. To achieve the 

mission, effective conservation plans include some of the following considerations: they are 

grounded in science; they nominate secondary priority projects; they include an implementation 

component; and they are flexible enough to accommodate scrutiny.   

No plan is perfect, but effective plans identify efficient ways to conduct conservation 

acquisition programs. Taking a cost-effective approach to protecting resources necessitates that 

organizations build on existing programs and projects within a service area. Rather than 

duplicate previous work, for example, conservation plans attempt to fill in gaps and connect 
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focal areas to anchors already in place (Goves 2003). But it is the scientific rigor of a plan’s 

makeup that will be most intensely scrutinized by all parties in a conservation planning process, 

including developers, environmentalists, journalists, academics and lawyers (Noss et. al. 1997). 

Although the mere implementation of better science in conservation plans won’t convince all 

conservation skeptics of the plan’s merits, when a plan is grounded in defensible science, it 

enables strategic actions and is more immune to political interference and lawsuits. Thus, it is 

much more likely to achieve its goals (Noss et. al. 1997).  

Consequently, basing plans on defensible science also helps land trusts identify 

secondary priority projects. If a high priority property within a focus area gets developed, for 

example, effective conservation plans nominate projects near the focus areas that can still 

provide overall connectivity of protected land (Amundsen 2007). Certainly sites that need urgent 

protection will be top priorities, but valuable projects targeted for later acquisition are more 

vulnerable to development. Like Amundsen, Noss et. al. 1997 recommends developing 

alternative reserve sites in a conservation plan and minimizing the allocation of land to 

irreversible land uses, like the construction of subdivisions.  

Additionally, the most successful conservation programs seek ways to clarify and 

expedite easement negotiations and terms. The most common sticking point in the process, for 

example, involves the construction of additional residences (Rilla 2002), so land trusts must be 

clear and concise from the beginning of the process to maintain successful relationships. Strong 

landowner relations are also fostered through cooperative rather than adversarial monitoring 

processes – especially those that provide practical assistance with improving property owner land 

management practices (Rilla 2002).  
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3.7 Conclusion 

 Rincon Institute’s strategic conservation plan is based, in part, on best practices 

mentioned in this literature review (see Figure 1, p. 50). Although the literature review does not 

provide an exhaustive checklist of best practices, it does offer a framework that can be integrated 

into strategic conservation plans. Principles mentioned here will be combined with informed 

results (see next chapter) to create the basis of RI’s strategic conservation plan. Although 

implementing conservation planning best practices can be difficult in practice, RI, like most 

successful land trusts, will strive to meet its rigorous conservation goals. 
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Figure 1: Conservation planning best practices framework 

AUTHOR STRONGEST POINTS 
APPLIES TO RINCON INSTITUTE CONSERVATION 
PLAN? 

Amundsen 

 Form subcommittee to study best 
management practices of successful or 
similarly-oriented organizations  

 Yes - RI formed board member NAP subcommittee to 
study best practices  

  
 Must develop and adhere to strict 

service area lines 
 No - RI did not have well-defined service area through 

most of this planning process 

   Following mission statement is key  Yes - Mission statement basis of conservation plan 

  
 Project selection criteria are both 

quantitatively and qualitatively defined   Yes - see conservation plan (Appendix A)  

  

 Effective conservation plans nominate 
projects near the focus areas that can 
still provide overall connectivity of 
protected land  

 Yes - "secondary" focus areas and "other prospective 
projects" are outlined in the conservation plan 

Brewer 

 Pinpoint areas of high biodiversity and 
design strategies to conserve vulnerable 
“gaps” on the landscape   Yes - But within localized focus areas 

  
 Select focus areas before developing 

project selection criteria 

 Yes - Important to select sites with highest 
conservation potential first, then measure for specific 
criteria later 

Byers and 
Ponte 

 Require easement donors to provide 
endowment funding for future 
stewardship costs  Yes - RI has adopted this policy 

Goves  
 Selecting focus areas can considerably 

reduce organizational costs 
 Yes - RI must select projects within its core 

conservation areas  

  

 Areas of high biodiversity value should 
be the highest priority for conservation 
action  

 Yes - Rincon Creek focus area parcels contain highest 
biodiversity in service area 

  

 Conservation plans should represent 
all types of ecosystems across a natural 
range of variation 

 Yes - RI's plan seeks to protect a range of natural 
variation 

Gustanski 

 Strategic conservation planning 
involves studying conservation and land 
use threats beyond the ecological 
spectrum 

 Yes - RI's plan includes strong landowner outreach 
components 

Murray and 
Bischoff 

 Staff, board and volunteers have a 
“crystal clear” understanding of the 
organization’s identity  

 No - But conservation planning sessions and strategic 
organizational planning retreats have helped solidify 
RI's evolving identity 

Noss et. al.  

 Look beyond defined service areas and 
approach conservation from a regional 
perspective  

 Yes - But phase 1 of plan recommends building 
conservation nexus within localized priority areas first 

  

 Accumulating blocks of habitat close 
together is better than acquiring blocks 
far apart  

 Yes - Project selection criteria highly favors 
connectivity 

  
 Protecting larger land parcels better 

than protecting smaller parcels 

 Yes/No - Some of the most valuable parcels include 
smaller properties along Rincon Creek; while other 
larger ranch parcels provide critical buffers 

  

 Conservation planners should never 
take a one-resource-at-a-time approach 
when choosing potential projects  

 Yes - RI selects conservation focus areas based on 
several conservation elements 

  
 Conservation plan should be grounded 

in defensible science 
 Yes - Several credible scientific studies of the RI 

service area are cited in this report 
Pima County 
Conservation 
Easement 
Workshop 
2001 

 Create a list of why a trust will not 
accept an easement or conservation 
project   Yes - see conservation plan (Appendix A-4) 

Rilla 

 Most successful conservation programs 
seek ways to clarify and expedite 
easement negotiations and terms 

 Yes - RI's recent addition of baseline documentation 
policies will help clarify easement terms 
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4. Results Related to Strategic Conservation Planning 

This section offers Western U.S. conservation planning best management practices based 

on 13 interviews recorded between June 2007 and December 2007. Additionally, this chapter 

details conservation planning specialists’ recommendations for project selection criteria, focus 

areas, private landowner outreach, barriers, funding opportunities and trends in the conservation 

planning field. Of note, all land trusts have developed some type of project selection criteria, 

whether detailed in a formal document or loosely recorded with the board of directors. However, 

not all land trusts have drafted a strategic conservation plan. Similarly, most of the land trust 

directors and board members interviewed for this report have a good “feel” for what they would 

like to conserve within their organizations, but take a reactive approach to selecting projects. 

More progressive conservation blueprints like Pima County’s SDCP can help guide local 

organizations toward achieving land protection goals.  

The following results outline how some land trusts and jurisdictions develop strategic 

conservation planning methods. Readers will notice a range of Western U.S., regional and local 

informant responses. As mentioned in the study design chapter of this report, interviewees were 

selected based on their exemplary conservation work and positive reputation in conservation 

literature. In addition, several Arizona land trusts and other local non-profit organizations were 

selected to add a contextual base to assist the development of RI’s strategic conservation plan. 

Study results are divided into five groups, which are based on a range of informant responses 

needed to help guide the development of RI’s strategic conservation plan. The results of each 

group are split into two categories: (1) conservation approaches and (2) recommendations for RI. 

See Figure 2, p. 52 for a list of interviewees mentioned in this chapter. 
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Figure 2: List of interviewees 

Source 
Agency / 
Organization Jurisdiction Title / Role Location 

Interview 
Date 

Julia Fonseca Pima County County 
Environmental 
Coordinator 

Tucson, 
AZ 12/17/07 

Nicole Fyffe Pima County County 
Executive 
Assistant 

Tucson, 
AZ 11/15/07 

Don Swann Saguaro National Park  Federal Biologist 
Tucson, 
AZ 10/24/07 

Rob Marshall 
The Nature 
Conservancy  Non-profit 

Director of 
Science 

Tucson, 
AZ 11/7/07 

Trevor Hare Sky Island Alliance  Non-profit Planner 
Tucson, 
AZ 11/2/07 

Brad Chalfant 
Deschutes Basin Land 
Trust Land Trust 

Executive 
Director Bend, OR 6/22/07 

Diana 
Freshwater 

Arizona Open Land 
Trust Land Trust 

Executive 
Director 

Tucson, 
AZ 7/18/07 

Thom Hulen 
Desert Foothills Land 
Trust Land Trust 

Former 
Executive 
Director 

Cave 
Creek, 
AZ 10/9/07 

Scott McCaulou 
Deschutes River 
Conservancy Water Trust 

Program 
Director Bend, OR 6/22/07 

Fred McGee 
Southeast Arizona 
Land Trust Land Trust Board Member 

Sonoita, 
AZ 10/16/07 

Jack Wright 
New Mexico Land 
Conservancy Land Trust Board Member 

Las 
Cruces, 
NM 9/17/07 

Gene and 
Marvyl Wendt N/A N/A 

RI Easement 
Donors Vail, AZ 10/18/07 

 

4.1 Complementing Pima County Habitat Protection Priorities 

Conservation Approaches  

Pima County states in its Bond Implementation Ordinance (2005) that it will make use of 

conservation easements or the purchase of development rights “to the extent possible” to protect 

the values of priority projects. In practice, however, Pima County Executive Assistant Nicole 

Fyffe said the county prefers to buy land in fee because the cost of managing conservation 

easements is too high. From a management perspective, fee acquisitions are more feasible, she 

said, although the county will hold easements if they are the only way to negotiate a deal with a 

landowner. Once a priority land parcel has been identified, appraised and approved by the 
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county’s conservation acquisition commission (3-6 months), the county negotiates with the seller 

and processes the acquisition agreement for approval of the board of supervisors (4-8 months). 

Finally, pending the board’s approval, the sale is closed with the seller, which takes between two 

to six months (Pima County 2005).  

Thus far, Pima County and partners like AOLT have had mixed success acquiring 

properties. Fyffe said the county is currently following up on an AOLT initiative along Agua 

Verde Creek that only received a handful of positive responses when the organization contacted 

landowners in the priority area over the past few years. Given the time and energy building 

landowner relationships takes, the effort represents the critical initial building blocks of the 

process. Working with the State Land Department has been a tougher struggle, however. Pima 

County has looked at “all ways” to work with the department, Fyffe said, but they currently 

“won’t budge.” Because the future of the Arizona Preserve Initiative (a process to reclassify 

State Land for conservation purposes) is unknown (Pima County 2005), Pima County 

Environmental Coordinator Julia Fonseca said state voters would have to amend the state 

constitution. Meanwhile, the county has resorted to working more intensively with developers on 

conservation initiatives and said it is not yet feasible for the State Land Department to sell in 

outlying areas. This includes parcels within RI’s service area. 

 

Recommendations for Rincon Institute 

Although Pima County does not function as a land trust per se, the SDCP and associated 

Habitat Protection Priorities are tools RI can use to craft its conservation plan and complement 

regional conservation projects. Reserving habitat protection bond revenues primarily for the 

acquisition of open space, Pima County officials said RI can fill a regional conservation niche by 
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holding easements on smaller, high and secondary priority properties on its proposed 2008 bond 

list. These five to 10-acre parcels located within designated SDCP biocore areas19 like Agua 

Verde Creek can build connectivity and buffers for larger adjacent parcels the county will more 

likely target. In addition, Fonseca said easement programs that target private inholdings in the 

Happy Valley area on the eastern border of the county; Rincon Creek; the upper Tanque Verde 

Valley; and sections of Pantano Wash are all complementary projects that would aid the county’s 

quest to preserve over 553,000 acres identified in its 2008 Habitat Protection Priorities. The 

county has protected 15 percent of these targeted areas to date (Pima County Acquistion 

Commission Bond hearing 1/18/08) and RI could partner with a host of local organizations to 

increase this figure20.  

From Pima County’s perspective, RI could also become an intermediary for county 

conservation acquisitions as well as monitor county conservation acquisitions and fill strategic 

educational roles. It is important to note that RI is currently in the process of creating a strategic 

organizational plan that has identified building the Natural Area Protection Program (NAP) and 

related educational components as top priorities. Because RI has made education activities an 

organizational cornerstone, it is unclear how the organization will allocate resources in the near 

future toward conservation acquisitions. Regardless of the acquisition level, the Institute will 

continue to build stronger education programs. It will likely continue to fill its niche as an 

                                                 
19 Among its primary initiatives, the SDCP aims to protect biocores, defined as biologically sensitive areas near 
major washes, within ecologically rich habitats, adjacent to Saguaro National Park and other sensitive areas of the 
county. Pima County intends to protect these areas through publicly supported land acquisition and conservation 
programs, of which $38 million was dedicated in 2004 to the Southeast Project Area, which includes a key segment 
of Agua Verde Creek (Pima County 2005).  
20 Partnering on such projects to build connectivity and a land base is commonly practiced by land trusts. The New 
Mexico Land Conservancy (NMLC), for example, often acquires secondary priority properties from The Nature 
Conservancy’s portfolio, said NMLC board member and New Mexico State University Geography Professor Jack 
Wright. These parcels are valuable because they can be used to connect high priority conservation areas. Similar to 
other conservation organization best practices, Wright said the NMLC is always looking for strategic connectivity 
among easements and protected areas. 
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education-driven conservation organization, which would complement Pima County’s need to 

educate residents – especially those near ecologically sensitive areas like Tanque Verde Wash. 

Fonseca said Rincon Institute could partner on educational programs, for example, that teach 

landowners about mitigating bank erosion through natural methods that do not involve using 

impermeable materials like concrete. 

Both Fonseca and Fyffe also stressed the preservation of archeological sites. The SDCP 

has identified 3,984 archeological sites in the county, but only 12 percent of the land base has 

been formally investigated. Like conservation acquisitions, SDCP strategies for protecting 

significant cultural sites include purchasing land “when and if” public money becomes available; 

creating an incentive program to encourage voluntary private donations; and ensuring cultural 

resources are considered part of the development review. One potential archeological hotspot 

that has not been inventoried is the Santa Rita Mountain Park, which is currently designated as a 

protection priority for State Trust Land. Although the vagaries of acquiring State Trust Land for 

conservation purposes (at feasible prices) are formidable, Fonseca said inventorying resources on 

State Trust Land could help spur political acceptance for reform. The Santa Rita Mountain Park 

is not within RI’s service area, although like (AOLT) and Southeast Arizona Land Trust 

(SEALT) who specialize in acquiring ranch lands, RI could create a niche by preserving 

archeological, cultural and heritage sites. Furthermore, the Institute’s board has identified these 

values as primary to its mission. 
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4.2 Saguaro National Park East and Potential Buffer Lands  

Conservation Approaches               

  The 66,621-acre Saguaro National Park East Rincon Mountain District (RMD) was 

expanded by 2,000 acres in the 1990s and awaits congressional approval of a recently proposed 

583-acre expansion. Many of the most biologically significant properties near the park are 

included in Pima County’s Habitat Protection Priorities, however biologists and conservation 

planners interviewed in this report mentioned several other areas to consider.   

 Protecting water resources and riparian areas are primary targets, according to Saguaro 

National Park Biologist Don Swann. Key areas include Rincon and Tanque Verde creeks, with 

parcels higher in the valleys being of “inherently large value.” These areas support critical 

habitat for a range of species – especially aquatic types like tree frogs, Sonoran mud turtles, 

lowland leopard frog; even fish. Swann said he would especially like to see conservation efforts 

guided toward any projects that promote connectivity between creeks and mountains. Although 

biodiversity is greater at higher valley elevations within the park, the lower bajadas are important 

to protect as well because certain species, like badgers, prefer the lower bajadas. And although 

the lower corridors have been substantially compromised by development, Swann said he would 

like to see certain populations bolstered downstream. For example, there’s “still hope” for 

conservation in the Cienega Creek area, he said.   

Rob Marshall, director of science for TNC, said he also recommends conserving more of 

the valley bottoms near the RMD. Doing so will help mitigate wildlife loss, invasive species, and 

competition from domesticated species. Contrasting development patterns between the Catalina 

Mountains foothills, where homes stretch to base of the mountains and the Rincon Mountains 

foothills, where the national park boundary extends nearly one mile onto the valley floor before 
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development begins, he said the buffer protects valley bottom communities not represented in the 

montane parts of the RMD. A potential buffer would also put some distance between the 

montane systems and the invasive plants and animals that occur with development, including 

“domesticated carnivores” like cats and dogs.  

 

Recommendations for Rincon Institute 

In addition to protecting riparian areas within its service area, the ability to connect large 

units of protected land of land, like the RMD, to TNC lands east of the park should be examined, 

Swann said. A portion of Happy Valley, for example, which lies east of the Pima County line, 

includes major conservation potential, he added. A broad ridge of land starting at Happy Valley 

to the north and trending south across Interstate 10 to the Whetstone Mountains represents a 

large-scale area RI could consider. Swann said bears and large carnivores might use the corridor 

as it still provides viable wildlife routes. “Think strategically about how to protect this area 

now,” he said, “so we don’t have a repeat of what happened in the Rincon Valley.”  

 

Don Swann’s Recommended Project Selection Criteria and Focus Areas: 

Selection Criteria: 
1) Protect riparian parcels. (But do consider a property’s other qualitative characteristics in the  
     absence of riparian habitat) 
2) Protect upper bajadas (Especially riparian corridors directly adjacent to the national park  
     boundary)  
3) Protect lower bajadas (These corridors range from minimally-improved land to developed  
     land)  
4) Protect valley bottoms or channel washes (Washes should certainly be considered in selection  
     criteria. These areas may include scattered development) 
5) Protect archeological sites (Focus on hills near creeks; especially Rincon Creek) 
*   In general, protecting sites adjoining Saguaro National Park East should be highly considered  
     because they promote connectivity. 
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Focus areas: 
1) Rincon Creek (From national park boundary to valley bottom) 
2) Tanque Verde Valley (From national park boundary to valley bottom) 
3) Happy Valley (Entire linkage from eastern side of Saguaro National Park East to Whetstone  
     Mountains) 
 
 

In addition to high ecological value, the Happy Valley block has major partnership 

potential. One such partner is the Sky Island Alliance. Similar to RI, the Sky Island Alliance 

works with volunteers, scientists, landowners, public officials, and government agencies to 

establish protected areas and promote public appreciation of the region's unique biological 

diversity. Sky Island Alliance planner Trevor Hare said his organization and the Sonoran 

Institute are very interested in acquiring Happy Valley parcels near Interstate 10. Hare said Sky 

Island Alliance could help fund and partner with additional conservation organizations like RI on 

conservation projects in this area. Combined, RI, Pima County, The Nature Conservancy, Sky 

Island Alliance and other conservation organizations can meet several missions by partnering on 

projects in this area. 

 

Trevor Hare’s Recommended Project Selection Criteria and Focus Areas: 

Selection Criteria: 
1) Protect flowing water (These are the areas where threatened and endangered species mainly  
     occur) 
2) Protect threatened and endangered species (This criterion should be high on any list, but only  
     applies to properties with T&E species) 
3) Protect mesquite bosques21  
4) Xeric riparian (washes) 
5) Archeological sites 
*  Like Swann, Hare recommends protecting sites adjoining Saguaro National Park East because  
    they promote connectivity. 
 
 

                                                 
21 Mesquite bosques are extremely important because land managers can restore the plant type without irrigated 
water. Once this type begins to grow it becomes hardy and can tap water 200 to 300 feet below the ground surface. 
By comparison, cottonwood and willow trees need water within five feet of the ground surface (Hare 2007). 
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Focus Areas: 
1) Rincon Creek 
2) Happy Valley22 
3) Tanque Verde Valley 
    
 

Rob Marshall said there is little scientific data to pinpoint a threshold buffer distance for 

the RMD / RI interchange, but even a “casual perusal of the Saguaro East unit with the Catalinas 

reveals a contrast in land use decisions that have ramifications for the viability of montane and 

desert species.” Therefore, strategic project selection criteria and focus area establishment can 

help the Institute choose its primary targets. 

Absent from Swann, Hare, and Marshall’s focus area recommendations are properties 

within the greater Vail Valley, including Agua Verde Creek and portions of the Cienega Creek 

corridor. It’s not that these areas aren’t worth protecting, said Swann, but several local biologists 

had written them off because of substantial state and private lands that fragment it. The Cienega 

Creek corridor is indeed compromised from an ecological point of view, but there are still areas 

worth conserving, Swann said. 

 

4.3 The Desert Foothills Land Trust Successfully Targets Riparian Areas  

Conservation Approaches 

 Unlike the National Park Service and Pima County, whose efforts to conserve and 

manage land acquisitions can be hampered by a number of factors, including lack of managerial 

field staff and political resistance, land trusts are often much better suited to fill these niches. Of 

the Arizona land trusts discussed in this report, the Cave Creek-based Desert Foothills Land 

Trust (DFLT) represents the best example of a conservation plan oriented trust. Moreover, the 

                                                 
22 Hare said deciding between Happy Valley and Tanque Verde Valley was a “toss up” in terms of priority. Tanque 
Verde properties probably cost less, he said, but potential partners are more interested in the larger Happy Valley 
parcels.  
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DFLT most closely resembles RI’s physical environment and social demographics as well. 

Owner of six conservation preserves and holder of seven conservation easements, the DFLT 

seeks connectivity to protected areas, much like the RI. It also operates with a small staff – three 

employees must manage outreach projects and monitor the trust’s 297 protected acres. Like RI, 

they strive for efficiency, and their ability to add and manage preserves in a high-end real-estate 

market is a testament to their success. 

 With a service area bordered by the Tonto National Forest and Maricopa County, the 

DFLT uses a five-step approach analyze potential priority (focus) areas, which often buffer these 

lands. The trust examines potential riparian areas first, according to former Executive Director 

Thom Hulen. He said prime properties include Sonoran Desert scrub characteristics, which are 

often bisected by riparian areas23. Second, the trust examines xeric riparian areas, which are 

primary wildlife feeding areas and travel corridors. The presence of archeology sites represents 

the third point of analysis. As noted, many archeological sites are located along riparian 

corridors, which are also places people like to explore, Hulen said. Fourth, the trust considers a 

property’s elevation, as one of its goals is to maximize views of hills and mountains. Finally, 

DFLT generates a map of potential focus areas with TNC. The map includes drawn-in polygons 

for each resource area of interest, which overlap to create focus areas. The trust then ranks each 

area accordingly. 

 DFLT stipulates that its conservation acquisitions should follow wildlife corridors and 

include riparian habitat, but there are some exceptions. If a property includes especially valuable 

qualities, like scenery or strategic connectivity, for example, the trust may consider acquiring it if 

it does not meet the criteria mentioned above. Additionally, if a prime property will likely be 

sold or developed within five years, the trust will likely place a higher emphasis on obtaining it, 
                                                 
23 These areas include some ideal mule deer habitat as well – a characteristic prized by Hulen and DFLT.  
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Hulen said. However, DFLT will not accept any parcels surrounded by large houses. Every 

considerable acquisition or easement must have some wildlife and public benefit, Hulen added, 

and unless the property is exceptional, the trust will not consider obtaining or holding it unless 

the landowner is willing to offer an endowment. The trust did not originally ask for endowments, 

he explained, and now the organization’s board must “constantly” fundraise to maintain its 

preserves. “You need to ask for an endowment if you want to operate a successful land trust,” he 

said.  

Some of DFLT’s success can be attributed to two state programs. The Arizona Preserve 

Initiative (API) enables non-profits to pursue State Land containing cultural and archaeological 

sites and the Growing Smarter grant program provides 50 percent funding to conservation 

organizations to purchase State Trust land. DFLT pursued both avenues and has been awarded 

$3.8 million in matching Growing Smarter grants (DFLT 2008). For example, DFLT’s keystone 

preserve, the 26.6-acre Jewel of the Creek was purchased in part through a Growing Smarter 

grant. Jewel of the Creek received high ratings – and ultimately funding – because it includes 

riparian areas, threatened and endangered species, historic sites and is bordered by protected 

federal and county land. They are good programs, said Hulen, and added, “perennial streams 

should be rated highly.” One of the last remaining perennial streams in Maricopa County (DFLT 

2008), the Jewel received high marks by DFLT staff for similar reasons and permanently 

protection the property has come to symbolize the trust’s mission. 

 

Recommendations for Rincon Institute 

Thom Hulen’s Recommended Project Selection Criteria: 

1) Flowing water 
2) Mesquite bosques 
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3) Xeric riparian 
4) Archeological sites 
5) Threatened and endangered species 
*  Connectivity to adjacent protected lands is an overarching priority for DFLT24  
 

4.4 Southeast Arizona Land Trust Connects to the Ranching Community 

Conservation Approaches 

 In terms of total acreage protected, Arizona land trusts that connect with ranching 

communities conserve the most land per service area. A land trust’s ability to preserve working 

lands and rural lifestyles in the Western U.S. has grown increasingly popular among ranchers 

and southeastern Arizona is no exception. SEALT’s mission, for example, outwardly expresses 

its intention to “protect the natural ecosystems and historic ranching traditions of southeastern 

Arizona” (SEALT 2007). The organization, established in August 2000 as a merger between the 

San Rafael Valley Land Trust and Southern Arizona Grassland Trust has done so by conserving 

5,500 acres with just two part-time staff. Its board of directors, comprised of ranchers, attorneys, 

hydrologists and “people that really understand ranching,” complete much of the work, 

according to Board Member Fred McGee. “SEALT is basically a working board,” he said. 

Operating on a trim annual budget of $60,000, the trust has excelled in conserving large 

landscapes and uses conservation easements as its primary method of land protection. 

 McGee said the trust’s approach is straightforward and vigilantly considers the needs of 

the donor. Like most land trusts, SEALT prefers to establish “patterns” of protected lands, but 

that is one of few selection criterions the trust utilizes. “If we can help keep ranching lands 

working and the property sits next to other protected land, we’ll seriously consider it,” McGee 

said. The trust “certainly encourages” easement donations, he added, and if conservation 

                                                 
24 Jewel of the Creek, for example, includes transition biomes (and ecological corridors) that link it to protected 
areas on adjacent, protected federal and county lands (Hulen 2007).  
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easements are the most economical tool and provide the best protection for a particular property, 

they can be very effective. According to the organization’s web site (2007), SEALT board 

members typically begin a property review process by arranging a meeting with the landowner to 

discuss his or her goals for the property to determine whether donating a conservation easement 

is the best land protection strategy for both parties. In addition to identifying landowner goals, 

the trust asks the owners how a conservation easement would help best accomplish those goals 

(SEALT 2007).  

 If the landowner and land trust decide an easement will meet the needs of both sides, 

SEALT completes a worksheet that summarizes the property’s natural resources and potential 

public benefits. Similar to most land trust practices, SEALT then drafts the conservation 

easement document and accompanying property map25. Independent and self sufficient, the 

organization does not follow other organization’s conservation models, however, nor does it use 

other organization’s regional resources maps (like TNC’s Natural Heritage Program guides). 

They have not adopted a formal conservation plan. “We prefer to be our own operation for the 

most part when it comes to accepting easements and defining priority areas,” McGee said. Most 

importantly, the organization is dedicated to keeping ranchland in private ownership, agricultural 

production, on the tax rolls and under family management (SEALT 2007).  

 

Recommendations for Rincon Institute 

 McGee did not offer specific recommendations for RI, but SEALT’s landowner outreach 

approach offers some novel examples that RI can use in the field. SEALT’s ability to arrange 

landowner meetings and discuss landowner needs, for example, is an honest, straightforward 

                                                 
25 The map is based on standard practices that include site visits, deeds and surveys. The organization then 
completes a formal landowner review (SEALT 2007). 
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method that is often successful with rural landowners. In addition, SEALT’s mission is clear and 

concise. It promotes building strong relationships with the trust’s target demographic – working 

ranchers. As mentioned, the importance of a land trust’s mission cannot be overstated. Based on 

conservation acquisition successes, the simplicity of SEALT’s mission appears to be well 

received by its target audience in southeastern Arizona.   

 

4.5 Acquiring Large Properties In Central Oregon – A Fee Simple Approach  

Conservation Approaches 

 For Western U.S. land trust approaches outside the Southwest, the Deschutes Basin Land 

Trust (DBLT) provides an exemplary model that utilizes few conservation easements and 

achieves its full conservation impact through fee simple acquisitions. To put the DBLT strategies 

in perspective, one must note trends in many Pacific Northwest real estate markets that entice 

private landowners and timber companies to sell huge forested parcels to developers and 

corporate landholders. Graced by Cascade peaks, expansive public lands and a relatively dry 

climate, the Bend area real estate market is pushing these trends. At just under 80,000 residents, 

it is the sixth fastest growing metropolitan area in the United States (City of Bend 2008). 

Conservation easement holdings are “few and far between” in Oregon because of the state’s 

historically stringent land use planning regulations, said DBLT Executive Director Brad 

Chalfant, so the trust has fulfilled its mission through fee simple purchases instead.    

 One purchase can go a long way, Chalfant said. The trust’s Skyline Forest project, which 

encompasses 33,000 private acres west of Bend presents a high risk / high reward scenario for 

the trust (see Figure 3, p. 65). With so many National Forest acres west of town (which border 

the Skyline property), many residents and visitors do not realize that Skyline is private land. But 
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while the property’s most profitable land use might include a mix of golf courses, upscale 

homes, and low-density development patterns with little retention of open space, its potential 

roles as a large-scale preserve with limited development may represent its best use, Chalfant 

said.  

 

Figure 3: DBLT Skyline Forest conservation project (Photo courtesy DBLT, Aerial Images) 

 

 

Two key conditions make this concept possible. For one, the trust can both directly 

manage as well as contract sustainable forestry operations on the property. Although central 

Oregon forests are not nearly as profitable from a harvesting perspective as forests west of the 

Cascade Mountains, they can be managed in environmentally conscious and economically viable 

ways, Chalfant said. Secondly, the Fortune 500 corporation that owns Skyline wants to stay 

integrated in the community and conserving a large portion of the property for conservation 

purposes with a land trust gives the corporation credibility, Chalfant said. Working with a large 

company on conservation-minded industry and development not only helps DBLT achieve its 
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mission of “conserving every possible acre,” but it helps the company add value to the property, 

he added. 

In conservation terms, the Skyline project lies between a sustainable industrial model and 

a habitat model and the trust’s approach to large-scale conservation has “awakened the 

community,” Chalfant said. “If we’re going to be relevant in this kind of environment, we must 

be strategic and aggressive,” he added. “I don’t want the legacy of this trust to be a bunch of 

pinholes on a map. I want to go big.” The approach has also set the trust apart from many 

Western U.S. land trusts. Chalfant said his staff – from biologists to attorneys – thinks in terms 

of deals. They have been able to find common causes with the timber industry, for example, 

because the industries need a timber base to generate sustainable yield and trusts need a land 

base to carry out protection initiatives26. Although conservation components are key to its 

mission, DBLT is especially vigilant of the community’s relationship with land and the 

community must believe in what the trust wants to accomplish (with a property like Skyline), he 

added.  

Once DBLT receives a substantial level of support from the community, it can then 

complement associated economic activities on a property like Skyline through its own 

conservation initiatives. The trust might partner with Deschutes County, for example, who would 

issue municipal revenue bonds for the purchase of timberlands, Chalfant said. The county pays 

the bonds through sustainable timber harvesting until the bonds are retired, then works with 

DBLT to restore habitat. Chalfant said the trust can strategically manage stands how it prefers, 

which ensures “better” habitat than traditional industrial models. In addition, DBLT can access 

the federal Forest Legacy Program, which gives the trust the ability to purchase productive 

                                                 
26 The sustainable industrial timber harvesting model is starkly contrasted by the “Wall Street model,” which uses 
land strictly for development and commercial purposes (Chalfant 2007). 
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timberlands27. Until the trust can purchase more land, it will work with Skyline’s landholding 

company to determine where limited development could occur on the property. Chalfant said he 

expects the company to donate 85 percent of the property to DBLT. In the meantime, the trust 

must line up funding sources to purchase more property, but the trust may see most lands 

donated in return for limited development on other parts of the property. 

 

Recommendations for Rincon Institute 

 The DBLT’s private sector prospects combined with substantial community support 

indicates that large conservation projects can be carried forward through collaborative 

partnerships. Although central Oregon timber production does not closely parallel an industry 

within RI’s service area, DBLT’s Skyline model shows the potential for not only large-scale 

conservation success, but for the distribution of large-scale conservation incentives.  

 Although RI’s highest priority conservation focus areas do not include expanses as large 

as those in the Skyline project, prospective projects to preserve wildlife corridors between Sky 

Islands could follow a similar collaborative approach. Rincon Institute could also discuss the 

utilization of Pima County’s Transfer of Development Rights program as a conservation 

incentive similar to Deschutes County’s use of municipal revenue bonds to purchase Skyline 

timber properties.       

 

 

 

 

                                                 
27 This practice is similar to the Desert Foothills Land Trust’s ability to use state funds to acquire State Trust land 
that includes archeological resources.   
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4.6 Summary of Study Recommendations 

These studies are intended to offer several approaches of how conservation organizations 

protect land and roles that conservation partners play. Rincon Institute should continue to work 

closely with partner organizations. It should do so not only to determine regional conservation 

needs, but to investigate ways the organization can complement regional conservation objectives. 

For example, RI’s intention to protect private lands adjacent to Rincon Creek fulfills a local 

conservation niche, but the organization may discover that it is able to build its conservation 

presence more thoroughly by partnering on larger regional conservation projects with multiple 

partners. Such presence would likely enable RI to increase its organizational capacity.  

Similarly, RI should increase its outreach efforts to private landowners within 

conservation focus areas. Building presence as a good neighbor and friend of service area 

landowners will enable RI to gather data on landowner conservation and financial needs. 

Building these relationships is a key starting point for conservation plan implementation. Rincon 

Institute can utilize SEALT’s approach for encouraging heavy reliance upon its board of 

directors to initiate relationship building, or it can train volunteers to make introductory contacts 

with key service area landowners. 

What is perhaps most important, however, is that RI continues to carry forward its 

mission statement. As these studies indicate, each conservation agency or organization selects 

projects based on ecological necessity and serving its constituents’ needs. In this regard, RI is no 

different and should exercise its potential to implement conservation objectives detailed in the 

strategic conservation plan.  
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4.7 Conservation Easements or Fee Acquisition: Depends on Mission and Incentives 

The remainder of the results chapter focuses on conservation planning theory; private 

landowner outreach strategies; funding opportunities; land trust barriers; and trends within the 

movement. I have organized the remainder of the results in the order these topics were discussed 

in the literature review.  

 As the DBLT case study points out, some land trusts prefer to own land because 

ownership enables the organization to showcase open spaces to the public and manage them 

according to best conservation practices. “Our belief is that owning the land is better because the 

conservation mission becomes much more real and easier to sell to the public,” said Chalfant. 

The case study also shows that a trust’s ownership of land does not necessarily take it out of 

production. Furthermore, purchasing land eliminates the trust’s burden of building relationships 

with successive property owners who may not understand or abuse the terms of an easement on 

his/her property.  

 Other interviewees provided several reasons land trusts choose to encourage conservation 

easements. Unlike fee ownership, using easements can guarantee that a particular land use such 

as ranching or farming can be maintained – and very often encouraged as exemplified by 

SEALT. The New Mexico Land Conservancy (NMLC), which has conserved over 50,000 acres, 

uses easements extensively. The organization likes easements because donors have access to the 

U.S. treasury as an incentive, said NMLC board member Jack Wright. In addition to federal 

income tax deductions, New Mexico’s easement donors also receive state income tax credit28. 

Unless a property is extremely valuable, the trust does not pursue ownership.  

                                                 
28 The Land Conservation Incentives Act of New Mexico offers a tax credit of up to $100,000 per year to anyone 
donating a qualified fee interest or conservation easement to an open space program or environmental organization 
or government entity. The credit is for 50 percent of the fair market value of the land and may be carried forward for 
twenty successive years (LTA 2008). 
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 Wright said NMLC bases much of its easement program on the Montana Land Reliance 

(MLR) model. “They don’t need to raise money to buy properties because they do easements 

excellently,” he added. One of the most effective land trusts in the U.S., the Reliance’s 593 

conservation easements protect nearly 575,000 acres. That figure accounts for 13 percent of the 

nation’s entire land trust holdings (MLR 2007). Income tax benefits provided a strong incentive 

for one landowner’s donation, but he said his primary desire to work with MLR was to ensure his 

land would remain as open space. Similarly, conservation easements allow the trust to work one-

on-one with landowners and neighborhood-based groups, which, for MLR, represents its target 

market. Each easement is tailored to the unique character of the land and the conservation goals 

of its owner (MLR 2007). As a result, easements have been an extremely successful tool for the 

Reliance. 

 Unfortunately, easements can be difficult to manage for small land trust staffs and 

potential liability issues can drive organizations away from otherwise feasible projects, said 

AOLT’s Freshwater. She added that easements, in general, provide too much work, time, energy 

and expenses for trusts. Similarly, Nicole Fyffe had a similar reaction. Although the county’s 

Bond Implementation Ordinance (2005) states the county “shall make use of conservation 

easements or the purchase of development rights wherever these are the appropriate means of 

protecting the values of the identified projects,” easements are not the county’s preferred 

conservation tool, Fyffe said. From the county’s large-scale conservation outlook as defined by 

the SDCP, costs to manage easements are higher than buying land outright. Furthermore, 

monitoring many smaller easements – as opposed to monitoring fewer large properties – is not 

feasible from a management perspective. As mentioned, unless easements are the only 
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acceptable conservation method for a landowner of a priority parcel, the county will choose to 

buy land instead. 

 

4.8 Big or Small Acquisitions: Feasibility Can Detract From Regional Aspirations 

 Whether a land holding agency purchases private property or obtains a conservation 

easement, it is clear from the literature review and results given thus far that conserving large, 

connected landscapes provides maximum ecological benefit. However, as the literature review 

and interview results also indicate, when competition for limited resources forces conservation 

agencies to select prime lands to preserve, strategic connectivity and resource type are the most 

significant factors. While the sheer size of a property may determine its priority level from the 

standpoint of an organization like DBLT, other land trusts are more inclined to select priority 

properties based on the range or type of resource it seeks to protect. Size is still an important 

consideration, but it is by no means the primary selection criterion for land trusts. 

 Protecting the appropriate number of acres is always a “guessing game,” according to 

Don Swann. Size also depends on the species an agency intends to protect. Factors like housing 

density, land uses, roads and fences are all part of a multivariate equation that cannot be solved 

for, he said. Other conservation plan missions set aside, preserving the best “size” and “habitat” 

depends on the species. Different animals have different sized home ranges, for example. “If 

your easements are small and widespread, they may work, but you have to know what you’re 

trying to protect,” Swann said. “There’s still habitat value on small sites, but the value is site and 

animal specific.” A small easement may not begin to protect the home range of pronghorn 

traveling from the Rincon to Whetstone Mountains, for example, but it may preserve a butterfly 
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breeding ground. Conversely, a large easement may protect a greater portion of a particular 

species’ range, but might have lower biodiversity than a riparian parcel, for example. 

 Although small easements can promote conservation near urban areas, “big is generally 

better than small,” said Trevor Hare. Land trusts must acquire large properties when they can – 

especially within the wash system, he added. “You can plan it and build your conservation 

matrix later.” Certainly, this more aggressive approach is taken by DBLT and perhaps other land 

trusts with deeper pockets. However, the ability to promote connectivity among parcels might 

trump size considerations altogether, according to Thom Hulen. “Sometimes connectivity is 

more important than acreage itself,” he said. 

 

4.9 Private Landowner Outreach Strategies 

 Building connectivity on private lands takes time, but Western U.S. land trusts have 

become increasingly effective at building successful private landowner relationships and making 

conservation deals. This section primarily offers advice and strategies RI can use to continue 

building presence within its service area. Outreach methods discussed here will help the 

organization improve its communication, partnership and fundraising capacities. Most 

importantly, this section will help the Institute connect with key landowners to solicit their 

support and help fulfill the organization’s conservation mission.  

 AOLT, for example, has found success taking a community focused, “no agendas” 

approach to private landowner outreach. That angle has enabled AOLT to meet the interests of 

diverse groups of people and protect over 17,000 acres, the bulk of which is owned by Pima 

County. “You can’t afford to be perceived as radical. It pays to hold the middle line,” Freshwater 

said. Although AOLT holds few conservation easements, Freshwater recommends talking about 
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easements as a “tool” with landowners first, then discussing formal language with potential 

donors. The trust has used several approaches to connect with landowners, but Freshwater said it 

is much easier and often more effective to let potential donors contact the land trust rather than 

make cold calls in a certain area. “Half the time it just doesn’t work out because some (deals) 

just aren’t a match,” she said. “Pursuing landowners is not easy.”  

 However, once the “good word” passes among stakeholder groups, like ranchers, the trust 

can really build its presence, Freshwater said. Good press and good timing are essential outreach 

conditions. Freshwater pointed to AOLT’s first deal with Pima County, which successfully 

protected a ranch property. The project also received favorable press and won environmental 

awards. Freshwater said the Sonoran Institute is the “king” of good press, for example, because it 

uses email and news blasts effectively and is often featured in local papers for accolades like 

“Best of Tucson.” AOLT has increasingly used email to connect with interested public and its 

partners, she added. In addition, many potential land donors – especially non-ranchers – still do 

not know about tax incentives associated with conservation donations. Freshwater recommended 

sending information letters to those people and following up by holding a tax incentives 

workshop where the land trust can further network with interested landowners. 

 In a somewhat contrasting approach, Trevor Hare said he favors “going out and knocking 

on doors” of potential donors. He recommended that RI take this approach based on successful 

efforts by the Sonoran Institute, who has begun to contact whole groups of landowners. 

Regarding landowner types in the Rincon and Tanque Verde valleys, Hare said he has roughly 

noted a 50/50 split between conservationists and those just trying to escape the city. The more 

conservation-oriented residents will often go out of their way to support projects, he said, while 

others do not. Hare said differences among landowners can be as subtle as distinguishing 
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between those who plant non-native vegetation and those who do not. Like other regions of the 

Southwest, certain landowners within the Institute’s service area despise the Endangered Species 

Act, and some are ardent property rights advocates, Hare said. He added that demographics 

should not discourage RI and its partners from knocking on doors and identifying willing 

landowners, however. 

 There is a craft to building relationships with landowners that is unique to each land trust, 

but typically keeps certain considerations in mind. For example, some rural landowners do not 

respond well to conservation-oriented groups and these organizations often do not know how to 

deal with ranchers and rural folks, according to SEALT’s Fred McGee. Furthermore, landowners 

don’t like to be told what to do, said NMLC’s Jack Wright. The NMLC operates 

opportunistically and strategically and owes much of its success to finding common ground 

between a landowner’s emotional connection to the land and his or her financial responsibilities. 

“You need to robustly accept a private landowner’s property rights,” Wright said. He added that 

adversarial response to land trusts is often related to one of three landowner perceptions: “You’re 

here to take something from me… You want to take something from my kids… You care more 

about endangered species than my investment, kids and lifestyle.”  

To help counteract these predispositions, Wright offers basic, but important methods for 

communicating with landowners that should not be overlooked. First, have patience, he said. 

Building trust and presence in a community takes “decades” to achieve and “you’ll never fully 

implement your conservation desires with everyone.” In addition to respecting property rights 

and acknowledging a landowner’s emotional rights, Wright recommends building relationships 

before discussing deals. The first meeting will not net a deal, he said, but land trusts can begin to 

solve any interpersonal conflicts. Secondly, land trusts must present landowners with far more 
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than biological information. A discussion of the landowner’s conservation goals as well as 

particular options and incentives provide other compelling topics that landowners really care 

about. But if money is the bottom line, “they’ll always come out better selling for development,” 

Wright said.  

Hulen also stressed the need to respect landowner’s rights and maintain patience – 

especially regarding initial communication. Additionally, he said trusts must be very careful 

when landowners think the organization is planning for “their land.” Sensitive information, like 

the location of archeological sites can make certain landowners protective and potentially shy 

away from a deal. However, for landowners interested in donating a conservation easement or 

making another type of deal, Hulen recommends taking painstaking measures to keep 

landowners informed of the process. “They might not want to hear everything and it’s easy to be 

nonchalant,” he said. “But keep them in the loop.”  

 

4.10 Promoting A Land Trust’s Message  

This section focuses on specific strategies land trusts can use to promote messages and 

build presence, as a land trust’s ability to connect with landowners and begin building 

relationships cannot be understated. As mentioned, some land trusts prefer to gauge conservation 

interest by making direct contact with each landowner in a focus area. Other trusts say recruiting 

friends, family and neighbors of potential land donors is a far more effective approach. Certain 

respectful formalities must be considered in each case, however. Based on the discussion given 

here, landowners are far more likely to listen to land trusts – indeed work with land trusts – when 

the organization focuses on melding the landowner’s needs with the trust’s mission. The 
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Montana Land Reliance provides an overarching outreach philosophy it keeps in mind: “The 

Land Reliance sees itself not just as a monitor, but as an ally of the landowner.” 

 One Pacific Northwest trust interviewed for this report represents the epitome of the 

monitor-ally relationship – except they don’t specialize in land deals. Rather, the central Oregon-

based Deschutes River Conservancy (DRC) banks water to restore streamflows and help water 

users transfer existing water rights between different uses. By comparison, the water trust’s 

operational practices are more complex than those of land trusts, but making deals and building 

relationships with landowners is quite similar.  

Like land trusts, DRC Program Director Scott McCaulou recommends finding 

landowners within a particular service area that want to conserve water and have additional land 

use, conservation or economical needs, which the trust may be able to assist. But to encourage 

conservation donations, the trust must market itself, McCaulou said. He suggests using three 

major marketing pieces to accomplish this task. First, the trust should maintain a mailing list and 

mail a newsletter to key supporters and landowners four times per year. Second, the trust must 

create and manage a web site. McCaulou said the web site is the most important outreach tool 

available to his trust because it reaches more people than any other outreach method. Next, he 

recommends speaking at and/or hosting community presentations on the trust’s behalf. Finally, 

he suggests hosting promotional days, like “Day For The River,” which garner proceeds and 

community visibility for the trust. Advertising the organization has served a critical outreach 

niche and DRC recently hired a marketing coordinator to promote its mission. McCaulou said 

the trust pursues landowner donations about 75 percent of the time, but marketing efforts are 

beginning to shift this trend. More and more landowners are beginning to seek the DRC. 
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Adding to approaches used by the DRC, Virginia-based Piedmont Environmental 

Council Land Conservation Officer Michael Kane says the most important land trust marketing 

involves connecting landowners to the “story” of their land. “Talk to landowners about key 

features of their properties and show them why their property is important in the larger context,” 

he said. However, Kane, like most interviewees, said landowners need to hear about 

conservation from others (friends, family, neighbors, civic groups, etc.). Garnering good media 

attention, for example, can promote positive stories of a landowner’s connection with the land as 

well as educate viewers about financial incentives associated with donating a conservation 

easement.  

The best outreach combination involves telling the right message to the right landowner 

from the right source, Kane said. Regardless of who informs landowners about conservation 

options, providing simple information that highlights incentives is an effective approach for 

building relationships, he added. In addition, directly addressing barriers – whether personal or 

procedural – should be taken care of up front. A one-on-one approach is often the most 

appropriate and successful way to begin discussions, Kane said, but hosting informal community 

gatherings often provides the best setting to begin networking with landowners and share the 

trust’s mission.  

 

4.11 Land Trust Barriers (And Ways to Mitigate Them) 

 However well intentioned a land trust’s outreach efforts may be, barriers that halt an 

organization from fulfilling its mission manifest themselves in several ways. Interviews 

conducted for this report confirmed presence of all of the common obstacles mentioned in the 

literature review and a few others directly related to RI’s service area. The most serious barriers 
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involve the lack of a property tax incentive; inability to negotiate conservation deals with the 

State Land Department; counteracting negative landowner perceptions toward conservation 

organizations; and sustaining the complexities of negotiating easement terms with donors. Some 

barriers, like generating sufficient endowments for each easement are more easily addressed than 

State Trust land reform. However, as the Wendt case study indicates at the end of this section, 

land trusts must continue to move forward by connecting with key landowners that do indeed 

care about the ethic and mission promulgated by the organization. 

 As mentioned in the literature review, providing monetary incentives can certainly aid a 

landowner’s decision to donate a conservation easement, but are typically overshadowed by the 

“love of the land” ethic most landowners cite as the primary reason for donating land. 

Landowner’s financial needs, however, in real estate markets like Tucson, seem to indicate that 

providing additional incentives – namely property tax deductions – would encourage more 

conservation donations. But offering property tax benefits is not a given. In fact, the benefit 

would be considered a luxury, as most jurisdictions do not offer them. Pima County, for 

example, does not currently offer property tax relief for conservation easements because it’s not 

a politically popular move, said Nicole Fyffe. The county assessor has legal restrictions 

regarding how it assesses property values and determines rates, she added. The county must meet 

its bottom line and tax breaks represent a pecuniary shift of the tax burden, which is typically 

absorbed by residential owners. Tax policies will not change any time soon, but reform is “on the 

radar,” Fyffe said. 

 Certainly, property assessments play a large role in the conservation incentives arena. As 

the literature review mentioned, donating a conservation easement almost always lowers the 

property’s value, which in turn, reduces property taxes. However, as Steve Small (Pima County 
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2001) cautioned, landowners should not assume they will have a certain assessed value assigned 

to their property with the addition of a conservation easement. “It stands to reason that if you 

lower the value of your property with a conservation easement, your property tax should also 

drop,” he said. “But that doesn’t always happen because the decision is made by local assessors 

and you might have to fight city hall.” In fact, a similar scenario played out on an Oracle 

property a few years ago, said Diana Freshwater. There, a stalemate between the landowner and 

Pima County Assessor Bill Staples regarding the property’s value with a conservation easement 

has encouraged AOLT to consider pressuring the state legislature to reform its conservation 

easement enabling statutes. In the Oracle case, contention appears to revolve around shifting the 

tax burden. However, Arizona Revised Statutes (33-274-4) states that a conservation easement is 

valid even though it “imposes a negative burden.” Political wrangling set aside, donating 

easements can be a risky proposition depending on a landowner’s financial needs. “It takes a lot 

of incentives for someone to donate an easement and we’re not there yet,” Freshwater said.  

 Donors themselves can also present barriers to the land trust. Land trusts must be careful 

not to be “donor driven,” said Hulen. Such instances can evolve at any point of the easement 

negotiation or land transaction process, but are commonly confronted when the land trust asks 

the owner for an endowment. Certainly, the trust must compromise with the landowner, Hulen 

said, but the organization needs to be firm on its own future financial needs regarding 

management and monitoring of a particular property. Additionally, land trusts should be wary of 

landowner promises and “visions” of homeowner associations. “They have a lot of demands and 

you can’t agree to all their demands,” he said. “Homeowners want an amenity, but you’ve got to 

make sure they’ll pay for it.” In order to ensure that the land trust best balances its relationship 

with donors, community members and its own mission, Hulen urges trusts to focus on fulfilling 
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IRS criteria when accepting easements. That way, the trust can more easily garner community 

support because it is serving a legal, public benefit.  

 Other barriers involve a trust’s ability to address negative social perceptions of 

conservation organizations and monitoring challenges when landowners sell or pass land on to 

heirs. One challenge Hulen faced, for example, involved his attempts to reach landowners who 

felt their property rights were “grandfathered in” and were not sympathetic to the trust’s mission. 

Similarly, Scott McCaulou said attempting to transform cultural perceptions is the largest barrier 

he faces. In what he termed an “old school” barrier, McCaulou said several community members 

in his service area have a long history of perceiving water left for in-stream uses as a waste. 

Furthermore, he has noted general ignorance of water right complexities and said people do not 

understand the monetary value water possesses for conservation purposes. To help counter these 

barriers, the DRC compiled a landowner handbook with county and state officials, which offers 

“101 style” technical advice and includes contact information for further addressing typical 

landowner questions and concerns.   

 More specific to the RI service area are barriers related to available land and struggles to 

implement local conservation plans. Don Swann said there is still conservation potential in the 

Cienega Creek area. However, Swann and other biologists once looked at the Rincon and 

Cienega valleys and largely “wrote them off” for conservation purposes due to highly 

fragmented areas of private and State Trust land. Conservation initiatives outlined by the SDCP 

and related habitat conservation plans like the Arizona Department of Transportation’s (ADOT) 

plan have tempered wholesale development in the region, however, and make pursuing 

connectivity with newly protected areas more viable. Of course, a conservation plan is only as 
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effective as its ability to be implemented. And implementation is always the hardest part, said 

Trevor Hare.  

 

4.12 Looking Toward New Opportunities: Lessons From An Easement Donor 

 Large scale – and even smaller scale – conservation plans take time to implement and the 

goals for this report concerned studying land trust best management practices, best outreach 

practices and barriers faced in the process. The following testimony from RI easement donors 

Gene and Marvyl Wendt shows the evolution of an easement project. As the Wendt’s describe, 

frustrations can and do arise from donating an easement, but without conservation presence from 

key landowners, there would be no “trust” in land trust.  

 “Our constant talk was to preserve the land right from the get-go,” said Gene and Marvyl 

Wendt of the couple’s intent to conserve their 154-acre property adjacent to Colossal Cave 

Mountain Park. “The consistent idea and attitude was to conserve the area. You can’t be an 

environmentalist and not be a conservationist first.” 

 An Iowa native, Gene Wendt attributed his conservation beginnings to an appreciation 

for taking family trips to Lake Superior. Eventually the Wendts found their way to southern 

Arizona – “way back when Tucson was just a cow town.” Like many who visited the area in the 

late 1960s, the Wendts fell in love with the region’s wide-open spaces and rustic character. They 

met a landowner in the Colossal Cave area and befriended each other. Making weekend trips to 

the area at first, the Wendts discussed purchasing a property near their friend with the intention 

of preserving the land as a park. The Wendts eventually bought the land and built a low-profile 

home on site. Today, the Wendts call their property the Wrong Mountain Preserve.  
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 In the early 1990s, a friend of Gene’s introduced him to then RI Executive Director 

Luther Propst and conservation easement discussions spread from there. It didn’t take long for 

the couple to decide that putting an easement on their property was exactly what they wanted. 

So, they set the two-year process in motion, which Gene called a reasonable time frame. Marvyl 

said the event “pretty much took up our lives for awhile.” Since then, the baseline documentation 

process, which legally bolsters the easement’s conservation status for monitoring purposes, has 

extended the process by four years. 

 Although negotiating the easement’s terms with RI has gone well, Gene was frustrated 

with the results of Pima County’s appraisal for the property. Although the property was 

appraised at $1.5 million before the easement was donated and dropped to $375,000 with the 

easement, obtaining additional property tax relief was repeatedly nullified. “The three years of 

hell we put up with from the county makes me wonder why anyone would do an easement for 

(tax) reasons,” Gene said.  

 When asked how the easement donation process could be improved, Gene said potential 

donors should hire an attorney. He said he would also like to know he could depend on RI staff 

to get help and answer questions at every stage of the process; especially concerning mineral 

disputes. “And you’ll need patience,” Marvyl added. “Patience like you never thought you’d 

need because it takes time to deal with all the details.” 

 Asked if they would encourage neighbors to donate easements, Gene paused and said he 

would want to know if the neighbor was actually interested in conservation and not just tax 

breaks. Regarding their conservation vision, Gene said he would like to see development 

“frozen” at his property boundary at Camina Loma Alta. He added that he would like to see a 
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limit to high density housing in the area. Marvyl said she was amazed at the amount of garbage 

she’s seen since new developments have been constructed.  

 

4.13 Summary of Landowner Outreach Practices 

 The Wendt case study highlights several positive and negative components of the 

conservation easement donation process. For example, many easement donors like the Wendts 

have multiple goals for making a contribution. As this report has indicated, many donors are 

initially drawn to the legacy of protecting their land. Others see cash or tax deductions as a 

primary incentive to donate. Most landowners that donate likely offer easements for a 

combination of reasons, however.  

For the Wendts, protecting their property was an easy decision. However, their journey 

through the full easement donation process and making annual property assessment appeals has 

not been pleasant. As RI and other Arizona land trusts continue to use easements as a primary 

conservation tool, it will become imperative to smooth the easement donation and monitoring 

processes. Certainly, land trusts have only so much influence on state legislature and property tax 

assessment procedures. Land trusts should, however, seek alternatives and incentives that will 

continue to encourage private landowner participation.    
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5. Future Conservation Planning Issues 
 
 Private land conservation continues to make large strides in the U.S. As regions like the 

Southwest develop at a blistering pace, the conservation movement – namely land trusts – gains 

momentum as well. However, as the Southwestern U.S. continues to grow, RI and other regional 

conservation organizations should be aware of demographic changes and incorporate cultural 

perspectives in their conservation efforts. Although the RI service area is composed of 

predominantly white / Caucasian residents, conservation organizations like RI can be leaders in 

reaching out to growing demographic sectors and help connect those people to regional 

conservation objectives.      

There is good news and bad news for conservation regarding cultural inclusion in the 

conservation movement. The good news is that the annual number of acres conserved by 

privately funded conservation organizations and public agencies exceeds the annual number of 

acres lost to development (Clark 2007). The bad news is that acres used for development is 

increasing three times faster than the U.S. population. To compound the issue, developers tend to 

target the most important ecological, agricultural and scenic lands first29. Of course, conservation 

organizations need to move quickly to identify threats to critical resources and secure those lands 

first. That notion, in turn, shows the necessity for land trusts to craft and implement strategic 

conservation plans.   

In addition to good news and bad news, there are some surprising trends in the field. In 

many ways, land conservation has become a largely segregated movement, but that trend appears 

to be changing in a major way. One of the conservation movement’s greatest misunderstandings 

is the idea that organizations and agencies must protect land from people through laws versus 

                                                 
29 Between 1992 and 1997, the rate of conversion of “prime” land was 30 percent faster, proportionately, than the 
rate for non-prime rural land (Clark 2007).  
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working with people through relationships (Soto et. al. 2006). Conservation, then, has become 

more of a legal act than a cultural one. But as the U.S. becomes more diverse, the importance of 

building new relationships among communities of color will only grow.  

The U.S. is currently home to 100 million people of color (33 percent of the total 

population) and they will continue to shape political agendas, development patterns and public 

investment. An exit poll from a 2002 multi-billion dollar land protection bond issue in 

California, for example, revealed that 77 percent of the African population; 74 percent of the 

Latino; 60 percent of the Asian; and 56 percent of the Caucasian population that voted, approved 

the measure (Bonta and Jordan 2007). Furthermore, a recent poll commissioned by The Nature 

Conservancy and Trust For Public Land found “the concern about conservation issues” was 

significantly higher among Latino respondents than among the survey sample as a whole (Soto 

et. al. 2006). Another poll indicated that a higher relative percentage of people of color were 

willing to support a “small increase in taxes” to protect water quality, natural areas, 

neighborhood parks and wildlife habitat (Bonta and Jordan 2007). These results indicate a 

missed opportunity for conservation.  

According to Bonta and Jordan (2007), the conservation movement struggles with 

diversity, as people of color are not well represented in the conservation workforce. People of 

color make up only 11 percent of staff and nine percent of boards for member organizations of 

the Natural Resources Council of America, for example. What is worse, according to Jordan and 

Bonta, is that underrepresented minorities are hired mainly as support staff and positions that are 

not earmarked for leadership potential. How, then, should the movement diversify itself? The 

obvious answer is that diversity needs to be interwoven throughout organizational operations and 

made a top priority among conservation leaders. Recruit for diversity at all levels – including the 
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executive level – say Jordan and Bonta. They also stress the need to reach out to communities of 

color and learn about their environmental values. The same outreach should be extended to 

partners of color and implemented in collaborative projects. 

 Of course, conventional challenges still exist in the world of conservation. Issues like the 

inability of trusts and certain corporate entities to donate conservation easements on land it holds 

are among the frustrations of a movement that continues to gain attention – and scrutiny. Faced 

with a range of opportunities and enthusiasm, however, land trusts will fill a much needed 

conservation niche in the U.S. and help infuse ecological and natural balance a developing world 

that regulation alone cannot touch.    
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